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Authorify Control:
An Eighly-YeorReview
Lorry Auld
Authoritlt control is reuiewedas represented
in the literatureJrom circa I 900 to the
present Catalog codesand handbooksare examinedfor statementson authoritl
Jiles; recentffirts to deuelopauthorityJiles are summarized, and someconsideration is giuen to the impact oJ automation on authorilt control. A list oJ recommendedreading is included

I Ho necexT puBI-rcArroruof the long-awaited first edition of Authorities:A MARC Format is symptomatic of a renewed interest in authority
' 'proper" catalog departments, the
control.' Once the sine qua non of all
authority file gradually faded into neglect and, many believed, oblivion.
Yet, renewed interest suggeststhat authority control was simply taking
"time out" waiting for a propitious moment to reawaken and prove its
s t r e n g t h sa n d v a l u e s .
Authority control is based on the maintenance of a file in which headings, variant forms of headings, sources, and other related data are recorded. A heading is "the authoritative form of a name, subject, uniform title, series, etc., that is used as an accesspoint to a bibliographic
record," while an authority record "gives the authoritative form of a

order cited. Schmierer discusseshow the finding and gathering func-

Larry Auld is the assistant dean and assistant professor, Graduate School of Library and
Invitational paper
Information Science, University of Illinois at IJrbana-Champaign.
received and acceptedJuly 1982. This and the next two articles appear in this issue to
supplement the papers presented at the RTSD Authorities Institutes, scheduled to begin
in the fall of 1982.
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tions of the catalog lead to the need for authority control. Runkle discussesthe differences between a machine-produced and an online catalog and the effect of these differences on authority control procedures
and mechanisms. Malinconico provides a carefully considered presentation that includes background, theory, applications, and implicationsperhaps the best single statement on authority control.
In this article, an attempt will be made to review authority control as it
has been represented in the literature frorri circa 1900 to the present.
This review, limited primarily to United States and Canadian publications, looks frrst at the role of authority control presented in cataloging
codes. Then, a few cataloging handbooks and the like are examined.
This is followed by recent efforts to develop authority frles. Finally, the
impact of automation on authority control is considered, particularly the
increased need for authority control created by automation of library
records and catalogs as well as the potential for meeting that need with
computer assistanceand in networks.
AUTHORITY CoNTRoL IN CATALOG CODES
Cataloging codes include the rules for establishing the form of headings and the use of references, thereby providing instruction for determining preferred and variant forms. Beyond dictating the use of references, the codes tend to leave the implementation to the cataloger.
Justification varies, as do procedural details.
Cutter recognized the need for authority control in the form of "the
cataloger's author list, kept alphabetically," which "prevents duplication of work. It is a record of the form of name'in full'which has been
adopted. with a note of the authorities consulted and of their variations. "n Flo*.,u.r, it is noteworthy thatthe primaryjustification he cited
for such a file was the avoidance of duplication of work. Although Cutter
did not specifically mention authority control elsewhere in his rules,
there is an implicit need for authority control if the collocation function
expressed in his second object is to be fulfrlled . "' Also, authority control is
implicit in the syndetic or connective structure of the catalog advocated
by Cutter.
Bregzis describesCutter's catalog as being based on a syndetic structure ofrecords whereas current practice is based on a syndetic structure
ofentries. In a record syndetic structure catalog, it is the records that are
correlated or linked; in an entry syndetic structure catalog, only e.ntries
are correlated or linked, independently of bibliographic records."
The CatalogRules: Author and Title Entries (1908), strongly influenced
by Cutter, assumed a syndetic structure but failed to mention explicitly
any form of authority record." Cross-references were prescribed, but no
means of keeping track of them was suggested.
.In marked contrast, the 1941 A.L.A. CatalogRulesoffered a three-page
appendix on the use and construction of authority cards for headings
representing personal and corporate names and uniform titles. It is interesting to note that the justification remained "for the convenience of
the cataloger.""
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The A.L.A. CatalogingRulesfor Author and Title Entries reverted to the
1908 rules in which cross-references were prescribed but without any
suggestion for keeping a record of references used.'. AACRl followed
the same pattern."
AACR2 provided detailed instructions including an entire chapter on
the making of seeand seealsoreferences; once again, the emphasis was on
the references that were to be made, but without suggestions as to how a
library was to keep track of those rel'erencesthat had been made.'"

AursonrrY CoNTRoLrN
CATALoGING HANDB0oKS AND MANUALS
Justification for authority work is also varied in cataloging handbooks
and manuals. The actual instructions for preparing authority frles are
largely consistent.
Akers' instructions for the preparation of name and subject authority
files made it clear that convenience to the cataloger was the primary criterion; however, convenience included a listing of cross-references used
in relation to each heading." Mann placed a different emphasis on the
authority file: "to insure accuracy and uniformity in the use of names, to
record variant forms of authors' names, and also to trace the necessary
references. " " C ataloger convenience had given way to the actual collocating or syndetic function as a primary justification.
Tauber described a name authority file as serving "as a record of authorities consulted in establishing the form of name accepted, of references made from other forms of name, and of the name forms already in
use in the catalog, thus saving time in checking for conflict, especially
when the cataloger does not have quick accessto either a public or official
catalog. "tn
Osborn recommended that an authority file "should not be made .
especially under the no-conflict regime, unless a library is ready to justify the expense of making and filing the additional records." He explained this by saying, ' 'The principal function of the authority card today is to serve as a ready indication ofwhat cross references have been
m a d e ." ' n
Wynar specif-redthat "the purpose of the authority file is to keep entries uniform, "'' while Foster said that many libraries use main card catalogs and other tools as authority files "to maintain consistency in their
catalogs" and "to prevent duplication of work. "" Piercy explained that
some libraries maintain authority records so that they can "use the same
form in the catalog for each personal and corporate name so that.all cards
for works by and about the person or body will file together. "'-'
Over the years, the Library of Congress has participated in a variety
of cooperative cataloging projects. During the 1930s and 1940s, more
than 350 participating libraries submitted both cataloging copy for
agreed-upon categories of materials and authority cards for the corresponding personal and corporate names not previously established at
LC. As an aid to these libraries, the Descriptive Cataloging Division of
the Library of Congress published the Cooperatiae
CatalogingManualfor the
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Use of Contributin.gLibraries. Included were detailed instructions for preparing the cataloging copy and authority cards. No rationale was proon the assumption that the convided for authority control-perhaps
tributing research libraries already understood that aspect of the
problem. The cataloging copy and authority cards"were edited by LC
staff for conformity to standard rules and practices."
Reflecting the fact that instructions for creating an authority f,rle are
absent from recent catalog codes, Simmons College Library decided, after creating an authority file, to prepare and publish a manual to be used
for establishing and maintaining a name authority file. Their justification for preparing the manual was that they found "that Chapter 5 of
AACR is not exactly a beginner's guide to crossreferences."" Their justification for creating the authority file was "to supply the users of our
catalog with plentiful and accurate cross references to help them use the
catalo[ effectively" and to "decrease wear and tear on tie staff."'u
The University of Texas at Austin producgd an outstanding guide to
name authority control for its card catalogs." Far more than a how-todo-it book, this guide set forth the rationale for authority control, explained past local practices, gave descriptions of the principal sources of
name authority data, and listed specifrc instructions for the creation of
name authority records. Although specific to one university's libraries,
this volume should be a primary source for other libraries setting up or
modifying their authority control practices, and, while intended for use
with a card catalog, much of it is applicable to authority control ih other
forms of catalogs.
RECENT AurnonrtY

FrLE EFFoRTS

Most of the recent efforts to create authority files reported in the literature have relied on computer assistance. Some were actually initiated in
response to needs made explicit in the course of efforts toward automation, while others simply made use of the computer as an appropriate,
convenient, and efficient tool.
One of the more ambitious efforts, and one that was outside the traditional library environment, was the automated Author Index Manufacturing System (AIMS), developed in 1977 by Chemical Abstracts Service to replace a manual system. The purpose of AIMS was "to
differentiate clearly between individuals with similar names and to ensure that all papers and patents associated with a specihc individual or
corporation are indexed at the correct name." The AIMS file for one
year contained a third of a million corporate and personal names; more
than one million author entries were matched against the file in 1978.'"
One of the first efforts was embedded in the New York Public Library's computer-produced book catalogs, in use sinceJanuary 1971. It
is still a prominent landmark in work with automated authority control.
This rigorous automated bibliographic control system relied on its authority control file to provide "the fundamental utility of the system":
the form of each heading used was recorded and cross-references were
systematically maintained.'" The principal advances over this system in
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thirteen years have involved either online systems andlor provisions for
multiple files for two or more libraries or two or more vocabularies or
tapes, prolanguages."'Prime examples are Candianaand CAN/MARC
duced by the National Library of Canada, in which extensive use of an
authority file not only supports collocation and syndetic functions, but
also facilitates assignment of-equivalent subject terms and forms of
names in French and English."
ListIn 1981, R. R. Bowker published Authors'Names:An Authoritatiae
ing of Personaland CorporatuNames"based on Library of Congre ss cataloging of some 90,000 personal and corporate names found in 140,000
Booksin Print 1980-1981 entries. "" The effect of this list was to associate
personal and corporate authors' names found in Booksin Print with the
forms of those names establishedby the Library of Congress.
The Library of Congress has slowly but systematically pursued authority control as a goal for many years. For most of a century, other
libraries have been able to rely on LC as a de facto source of authority frle
data by adopting the entries and cross-referencesdetermined by LC and
distributed on printed cards, through the printed volumes of the National Union Catalog, and through the distribution of MARC tapes. (Of
course, the LC list of subject headings forms an authority file in its own
right.) Thus, while libraries had the use of authoritative headings dispersed throughout other files, the authority file itself was not accessible,
being housed within the Library of Congress.
Because of efforts by the Library of Congress and other organizations,
it is becoming possible for other libraries to have accessto and, in some
cases,participate in the creation and maintenance of the Library of Congress' authority hles. Only a few of the highlights of this process are cited
here.
In 1974, the Library of Congress began issuing Libraryt of Congress
Name Headings with Referencesin which appeared newly established and
newly revised name headings together with references; headings without
references were exclud ed."' NameAuthorities, CumulatiueMicroform Edition,
a COM publication, listed all name authorities from the cJmputerized
master frle at the Library of Congress, including both headings with and
without references.''n
The appearance in 1976 of the preliminary edition of Authorities, a
MARC Format unlocked the door to a new era in authority control by
setting a national baseline for automated authority records and their
communication. While this preliminary implementation of the ANSI
standard for the communication of authoritv records bv means of masnetic tapes established a format only, it car.ied an i-piicit standard fJr
quality as well, with specifications and content designators for name,
uniform title, and subject authorities. This preliminary edition is now a
h i s t o r i c a l d o c u m e n t . f , a v i n g b e e n s u p e r s e a b aU y t h e f i r s t e d i t i o n ; h o w ever, the "Introduction,"
particularly the detailed and concise definitions, remains useful.
The Library of Congress began creating machine-readable name authority records in 1977 for English-language materials. This program
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was widened to include most currently established name headings, and
was further supplemented by retrospective conversion of older records
for headings needed on records currently being cataloged.'"
The Northwestern Africana Project at Northwestern lJniversity Library examined the feasibility of hiving decentralized creation and input of authority data. At the conclusion of the project, it had been demonstrated that authority data of a quality acceptable for inclusion in
Library of Congress frles could be developed at a remote site provided
that adequate guidance was given and that a rapid (preferably online)
communication link was established between the Library of Congress
and the site.'6
By the end of 1979, the U.S. Government Printing Office Library and
the Texas State Library were submittingname authorities to theLibrary
of Congress, and the libraries at the University of Texas at Austin,
Northwestern ljniversity, and the (Jniversity of Wisconsin at Madison
were being prepared to submit name autho riiy dataalso. The Library of
Congress trained staff members from the libraries; data were sent to the
Library of Congress by telecopier^or mail with telephone confirmation
back to the participating libraries."
Each of the three major bibliographic utilities has responded to the
need for authority control in its own way. OCLC incorporated the LC
authority data into its database and provided "read only" access by
means of a specially flagged author search, authority and bibliographic
records were not linked other than by provision for the terminal operator
to return to the bibliographic record displayed immediately prior to the
display of"an authority record. A detailed and useful manual was made
available.'"
The Council on Library Resources awarded a grant to the Research
Libraries Group and the Washington Library Network as one step toward a nationwide, shared authority file system. The Library of Congress participated in planning and coordinating the project. The Research Libraries Group planned to use a portion of the grant for the
implementation of an authority control subsystem. The Washington Library Network, which had developed its authority file subsystem prior to
the establishment of the MARC format for authorities, planned to use a
portion of the grant to revise its system in order to be able to use MARC
authority data. Consideration was also to be given to rationalizing the
process,pl which new authority records are created and entered into a
system.
In 1981, the Library of Congress published the first edition of Authorities:A MARC Format, replacing the 1976 preliminary edition. The major
difference, other than technical detail, was the addition of series authority and series treatment information; the preliminary edition had included specifications and content designators for name, uniform title,
and subject authorities only. Unfortunately, the preliminary edition's
"Introduction," with its definitions, was not carried forward into the
new edition. The principal import of this publication was that a fullfledged national standard was available for the recording, structuring,
and sharing of authorities for names (both personal and corporate), uni-
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form titles, subjects, and series. While individual users might prefer certain variants over those adopted, a recognized benchmark was now
available; it would be foolish for any new system to be developed that
could not receive and send authority data in the MARC format.

AurouerroN ANDAurnonrry CoNTRoL
In the overview presented in the first part of this paper, authority control was described largely in terms of name authority files within single
libraries where authority work was designed to make catalogers more
efficient in their work and to support the gathering function of the catalog. As catalogs grew larger and as ready-made catalog copy became
more available, many libraries came to rely on outside sources for authority and reduced the internal, directly accountable overhead for cataloging by doing away with their authority files; cataloging productivity
was perceived as being increased while concern for collocation in the catalog was set aside. The creation and maintenance of authority files was
considered too expensive for the perceived product within the local library.
With the introduction of the computer, the automated library need
not be isolated, but can effectively work'with other libraries, siraring
data and resources. Further, the maintenance associated with authority
files, a significant work-load factor in a manual catalog, can be reduced
substantially in a computer-prepared or online catalog. For example,
the Washington Library Network reported revising 4,873 bibliographic
records for subject heading changes in twenty and one-half hours; in a
manual system, this project would have involved pulling, correcting,
and refrling nearly ten thousand cards.- An authority record established
by one library can be shared with and used by many other libraries. Revision in an authority record can be entered once with the computer applying the change(s) to the appropriate point(s) throughout the file(s).
Thus, while the creation of an authority record may be no less expensive
than before, through sharing it can be used by many libraries at little
additional cost, and the related clerical routines may be reassigned to the
computer at a much lower unit cost.
The MARC format for authorities referred to previously is a basic
tool in authority control, since it provides a recognized frle structure for
the communication of authority data and becauseit contains an implicit
standard for the quality of authority data that are to be communicated.
So long as an authority file was the internal record of a single library, it
was perceived as a convenience for that library and a matter of concern
to that library only. Automation permits a realistic expectation of authority control at the regional, national, and international levels; authority control is a necessary element of universal bibliographic control.
The literature dealing with automated authority control can be categorized into two primary groups: the practical and the philosophical.
The practical is dominated by descriptions of file structures, programs
for working with these files, and both real and envisioned products. Several of the papers cited in the section on recent authority file efforts fall
into this practical group. The theoretical papers, a minority, examine
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the function of authority control and consider idealized systems of authority control for the future. The previously cited articles by Malinstrong examinations of the theoreticonico and Bregzis are particularly
control.
cal bases ofauthority
jointly coland Mechanization
The IFLA sections on Cataloguing
agencies regarding their
lected data from various national bibliographic

slte.

Suvrvrenv
How might authority control ideally manifest itself in a catalog?-The
following cLaracteristics seem reasonable from the point of view of both
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the cataloger and the user. A bibliographic record, together with all variant forms of each associated heading, would be entered into the system.
The computer would establish linkages between authority records and
the variant forms of headings and between the preferred forms of headings and the bibliographic record. When a user keyed in a known form of
a heading, the system would follow the internal linkages and display the
requested item even though the preferred form of the heading might be
quite different from the form entered. Although, technically, the computer would follow one linkage to the preferred form of the heading and
then a second linkage to the bibliographic record, to the user it would
appear that a direct linkage existed between the form of heading entered
and the bibliographic record displayed. The authority control mechanism would be invisible so far as the user was concerned. Authority records would be displayed only on request.
Cutter would have enjoyed a catalog like that!
RECOMMENDED READTNG
This brief overview of the literature has traced the concept of authority control through eighty years of library publications. Much detail,
particularly in the areas of computer file structure and systems design,
has been omitted. For the reader wishing to pursue the topic of authority
control further, the following items are recommended.
Schmierer, Helen F. "The Relationship of Authority Control to the Library
Catalog," Illinois Libraries62:599-603 (Sept. 1980).
A short and basic introduction to the conceptofauthority control.
Runkle, Martin. "Authority in On-Line Catalogs," IllinoisLibraries62:603-6
( S e p t .1 9 8 0 ) .
Applies the conceptsof authority control to the online catalogenvironment.
Miller, R. Bruce. NameAuthorityControlfor Card Catalogsin theGeneralLibraries
Austin: University of Texasat Austin, GeneralLibraries, 1981.
Detailed explanations,with examples,of all aspectsof authority control work
in a singlelarge library. Largely transferableto other library and network environments.
Malinconico, S. Michael. "Bibliographic Data BaseOrganization and AuthorityFileControl," WilsonLibraryBulletin54:36-45
(Sept.1979).Reprintedin
Authorit2Control' The Ke2 to Tomorrou'sCatalog.Ed. by Mary W. Ghikas.
P h o e n i x ,A r i z . : O r y x P r . , 1 9 8 2 ,p . 1 - 1 8 .
Comprehensiveand thoughtful discussionof the purposesand applicationsof
authority control.
Buchinski, Edwin J. Initial Considerations
Jor a NationwideData Bare. (Network
Planning Paper,no.3) Washington,D.C.: Library of Congress,1978.
Identification and exploration of problems and issuesto be resolvedbefore
widespreadworking networks can be fully implemented.
What'sin a Name?Controlof Catalogue
AuthoritltFiles Ed.
RecordsthroughAutomated
and comp. by NatsukoY. Furuya. Toronto: 1978.
Proceedingsof the workshopssponsoredby the National Library of Canada;
the Canadian Library Association;the Ofhce of Library Coordination, Council
of Ontario lJniversities; and the University of Toronto Library Automation
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Systems;Ottawa. DecemberB-9, 1977;Vancouver,May 25-26, 1978.Stateof
the art from the Canadian point of view.
AuthoritltControl:TheKe2to Tomorrou'sCatalog.Ed. by Mary W. Ghikas. Phoenix, Ariz.: Oryx Pr., 1982.
Proceedingsof the 1979 Library and Information Technology Association
Institutes. State of the art from the North American point of view.
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AngLo-American Cataloguing Rules, SecondEdition, Reuisions, as approved by the
Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR, is now available. The American Library Association has published the text in a format that will facilitate
integration of the revisions into the original text. Priced at $2.50 on a costrecovery-only basis, the Reuisionsrnay be obtained from the Order Department,
American Library Association, 50 East Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611 (ISBN:
0-8389-8277-0). The text of the revisions will be issued also as part of the Library of Congress rule interpretations in Cataloging SeruiceBulleliz. According to
present plans, they will appear in the Fall 1982 issue, CSfl no.18.
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and (4) a method
seriesheadingsin theauthorifit;filemight beconstructed;
Jor
minoruariationsin seriestitlesthroughtheuseof unifurm
handlingsimultaneous
titles.

tionwide. The specihc purposes of this authority service as set out in a
new document, RequirementsStatementJor the Name Authoritlt File Seraice,
would be to collect and maintain authority data for names, titles, and
series; to record and maintain relationships between and among the
headings for names, titles, and series; and to accept only authority records in or compatible with the MARC authority format as specihed in
Authorities:A MARC Format and its addenda.'
While this move toward establishing a nationwide authority system is
still in the developmental stages,the time is ripe to ask some questions
about how series might be handled in such a system and what we might
ultimately hope for in a nationwide seriesauthority system.

Susan Matson is assistant serials librarian, Morris Library, Southern Illinois lJniverstty
at Carbondale. Manuscript received March 1982; accepted for publication April 1982.
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There are several fundamental differences between series and names
that make the development of a series authority system more difficult
than perhaps initially envisioned. One difference involves the close kinship that serieshave with serials, such that there is potential interchangeability of identity between the two. By and large, a name is always a
name, but a seriesis not always a series.Within certain limits, a particular collective title may be interpreted either as a serial title or as a series
title. A serial title is treated solely as a main entry within the bibliographic subsystem of a database. A seriestitle, on the other hand, is included in the authority subsystem, which then directs its bibliographic
handling not as a main entry but as an element of description and secondary accessin bibliographic records that bear some other main entry.
The identifrcation of a collective title as serial or series involves decisions that relate to accepted definitions as detailed in cataloging rules,
and also to local handling decisions that may override the accepted dehnitions to meet local exigencies.These decisionsmay also result in treating the title both as the main entry of a serial record and also as a series in
related monographic records. The extent to which an authority file can
work to identify series as such is unclear within a national context.
Series titles also share with serial titles all the fluidity involved in title
changes and the consequent necessity to establish whether or not a
change has in fact taken place, and to interlink former and later titles.
While this fluidity is somewhat akin to the changes that can occur with
corporate body names, different or additional information may be required for seriesin the authority file than is currently provided for names
in order to enable users to identify and handle such changes successfully.
Another difference between series and names is that a different fundamental assumption underlies the bibliographic handling of series from
that which underlies the bibliographic handling of names. When a heading form for a personal or corporate name is established in an authority
frle, the general understanding is that if it is dwmedappropriateto use that
name on the bibliographic record for a new work, the name should take
the form indicated by the heading in the authority record. However, if
the name occurs in the new work in a context in which it is inappropriate
to bring it out as a heading, it may or may not appear in even the descriptive part of the record. Such should be the case, for instance, of a coauthor listed fourth in a list of pe rsonal authors, or of a body mentioned as
having been the least of many involved in the sponsorship of a symposium. There is no implication that these names, even though they may
appear in the chief source of the work, and even though they may exist as
established headings in the name authority file, must appear in the bibliographic description of the work, let alone as accesspoints to the work.
With series, the current conventions are different. The general understanding is that if a series appears on a piece, it must appear in the descriptive part of the bibliographic record. Moreover, it must also appear
as an accesspoint if it is a traced series or, alternatively, it must not appear as a heading if it is an untraced series.The handling of seriesis such
that, once certain decisionshave been made, there is to be no discretionary bibliographic treatment of the series in the same sense that there is
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discretionary use of a name. These strictures are implied in rules 1.681
and 21.30L of the Anglo-AmericanCataloguingRules, second edition, and
underlie the very concept of a series authority file.' Given that understanding, it is clear that series authority records may need to differ in
some respects from name authority records to make such decisions clear.
HOw STToULD SERIES BE DEFINED
FOR INCLUSION IN AN AUTHORITY FILE?
While the standard function of a series authoritv svstem is to control
the bibliographic handling of series,a secondary, oi perhaps precursory,
function is to identify those titles for which that handling is appropriate.
In a local library, the finding of a collective title in the series authority file
certifies that the title is handled locally as a series, just as the finding of
the title in the local serial file would certify that the title is handled locally
as a serial. These two files need not be mutually exclusive. In the case of
an analyzed serial, the record for the title in the serial frle may direct the
classification and disposition of the individual pieces ("class together
and anilyze," "catalog separately," etc.), and the series authority file
may then direct how the title is to appear as a series on the bibliographic
records for each analyzed or separately cataloged piece.
One way that a series authority file, either local or national, can serve
to identify collective titles as series is by conforming to the convention
that the presence of a title in the series authority file constitutes the signal
that the title in question is a series. The trouble with such a convention is
that while the positive signaling device of presence in the file carries a
clear meaning, absence from the file is ambiguous. It might signal that
( 1) the collective title in question is not that of a series but of an unanalyzed serial, or (2) the title is not in fact a collective title, or (3) the title is
indeed a collective title of sorts but should be handled neither as a series
nor as a serial but in some other way, or (4) the file is incomplete and
does not yet include the title in question.
As defined in the Requirements
Statement,the purpose of the Name Authority File Service would be the collection and maintenance of authority data for "names, titles, and series." If "titles" is narrowly meant as
only the kind of collective title traditionally assigned to literary and musical works under the old definition of uniform title, then we may conclude that the rest of the titles in the authority file will, by default, constitute a series authority subset within the overall authority system. If this
conclusion is correct, this seriesauthority subset.pp.u.r to be designed
to conform to the convention that presence in the file will identify a title
as a series, with the corollary that absence from the file will constitute an
ambiguous signal.
We would not expect such collective titles as Field and Streamor the Annual Reportof the Illinois Department of Agriculture to appear in such a
frle. We would expect general agreement among the contributing libraries that these titles represent unanalyzed and unanalyzable serials
for which the occasion to provide bibliographic description as serieswill
not arise. On the other hand, we will expect RecentResearches
in theMusic
of the BaroqueEra and Acta ZoologieaFennica to appear because we will ex-
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pect that the contributing libraries, whether they class these titles together or not, will provide analytics for the monographic works that conJtitute the issues of these series and consequently will enter the series
titles into the authority file.

and entered in the file through the contribution of at least one library.
However, because absence from the hle may signal various possibili-

New Directions in Testing and Measurementor Daedalus, a journal of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. These are quarterly publications, each issue of which bears a title indicating the focus of the issue,
but which is not monographic in nature. It is easy to defend local treatment of such collective titles as unanalyzed serials. Subject and classnumber accessmight be substantially the same for each issue. Sufficient
indexing may exist in bibliographic resources other than catalog records
to provide access.tothe contents. Ultimately, it rnay simply be decided
thit the individual issue titles do not provide sufficiently compelling ac-

simply not yet been entered into the authority system?
We will be faced with a different but analogous problem with those
titles not included in the authority system because they have been defined out of the series category by recent Library of Congress rule interpretations. These interpretations have specified a number of serieslike
itatements that are no longer regarded by the Library of Congress as
series, but rather are to be encoded or otherwise handled as report numbers or quote notes. They include sequencesof numbers, letters, or combinations of numbers and letters that cannot be associated with a series
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The new edition of Authorities:A MARC Formatin fact makes provision
for handling such non-series.A "Typ. of SeriesCode" in the frxed fields
provides the ability to specify whether the entry is a monographic series,
a multipart item, a "series-like phrase not to be considered a series," or
other.' The presence of this field should encourage the contributing libraries to enter authority records for all the former series that are now
non-series, as well as new ones that arise. Such records will perform a
very useful function in enabling us to define the parameters of the new
rule interpretations in addition to their primary function of controlling
the appropriate use of series helds.
An alternative way that titles could be handled in an authority system
would be to dehne the system to include all collective titles, regardless of
whether they are traditional uniform titles, series titles, serial titles, or
quasi-collective titles, rather than to attempt to confine the system to
only the first two categories. Creation of such a system nationally would
mean loading serial titles into the authority file, as well as inputting series and seriesliketitles. While no mean task, the inclusion of such data is
not outside the bounds of appropriate authority functions. Serial and periodical titles, for instance, are often needed for purposes other than serial cataloging. If there were a book entitle d Picturesfrom Life, for example, consisting of photographs from the old LiJe rnagazine, an added

entiate those titles appropriately handled in series statements from those
that should not be so handled, but such a frle would accomplish the important aim of signaling by absence from the file only a narrow range of
options-that the title in question is not yet in the file or is unquestionably not a collective title by either current or older definitions.
HOW SHOULD SERIES BN ENTTNNO
IN AN AUTHORITY FILE?
Let us put aside for a moment the problems of defirning series and examine the kinds of information that are necessary in an authority record
to identify a particular series and to direct its handling on bibliographic
records.
Suppose a local librarian is handling a monographic work with a series
title in addition to its title proper. The librarian will hrst compare the
data with the local series authority frle to establish whether or not the
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series is already known to the local system. The matching task may result
in any of the following:
1. The series title on the work in hand exactly matches a titie on an
existing authority record and there is no doubt whatever that the
piece in hand represents a work in the same series. (Often, to erase
all doubt, clues such as imprint or numbering information rnust be
u s e d .)
2. The title matches a title on an existing authority record, but the
form ofthe seriesJreading on the local authority record represents
pre-AACR2 practice. (For instance, the authority record shows an
author/title entry that should, according to current practice, be
structured as a uniform title.)
3. The title matches an existing authority record in some but not in all
respects. (There are slight changes in wording or in other details
which seem to indicate that the work in hand is a piece of the same
series but that the title, identifying body, or issuing pattern has
changed.)
4. The title does not match an existing authority record in any compelling respect, or it matches an authority record, but clues in addition to the title indicate that the match is highly suspicious, and
suggest that there are two series with the same title, one of which
will have to be qualified to distinguish it from the other.
All this matching activity requires more information on an authority
record than a bare rendering of the title in heading form. In addition to
extensive cross-referencing from issuing bodies, alternative title formulations, and acceptable variants of the title, it is frequently important to
have numbering or date information, publication/distribution information, continues/continued by information, ISSN number, and, in fact,
something approaching the information available on a serial record to
establish a match. The authority record should help to distinguish, for
instance, between a title such as Studiesin Economicsissued in London by
Allen & lJnwin beginning with number 1 in 1970, and Studiesin Economicsissued in India by the Department of Economics of Sardar Patel
IJniversity, of which number 5 was published in 1966. As soon as a
unique identifier is added to one of the titles, the problem of differentiation is at least partially solved. However, it is necessary to have sufficient
information recorded on every authority record to prevent a second
identical title from being confused with the first and to trigger the formulation of the uniform title for the second.
The MARC authority format provides subf,relding in the title heading
freld (130) for the-recording of title information only. The preliminary
edition of the format defined no additional fields or subfields in which to
record the necessary auxiliary information about a series. The newly issued firrstedition, however, includes a number of fields which accommodate much of this information. These include a freld for the ISSN number and a group of fields in which can be input volume and date
information (640), numbering peculiarities (641), form of series numbering to be used in series added entries (642), and place/publisher information (6+3).'These fields, together with several that link the author-
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ity record to a bibliographic serial record (U+,A35), should go far toward
providing the information necessary to establish a_match between a series in hand and the appropriate authority record.'
A MARC authority record might render the essential auxiliary information necessary to specify the Allen & Unwin title above as follows:
A22bU,123+- 567B [fi ctitious]
1 3 0 b 0S t u d i e si n e c o n o m i c s
6M461 (1e70)6 4 2 b b n o .I
643bbLondon = Allen & Unwin
TheA22 freld contains the ISSN and the 130 field def,rnesthe established entry for the series. The 6M field shows the starting number and
date of the series in a formatted style. The 642 field indicates that the
issue numbering on bibliographic records would include the abbreviation "no." The 643 field includes place and publisher information. All
three 64x helds help to identify this series uniquely in the absence of an
overt unique identifrer in the heading freld and help to prevent a different Studiesin Economicsfrom being confused with it.
The authority format has considerable capacity to handle such information as recognized variants of the established title, other formulations
of the entry, and links to former and later titles, through the 4xx(seefrom)
and 5xx (seealsofrom) authority fields. A sample authority record for the
following imaginary title shows some of the possibilities:
130b0 Researchreport (Comparative StudiesInstitute)
410 20 Comparative StudiesInstitute. *t Researchreport +w nna
4fi 20 Cornparative StudiesInstitute. +t Rapport de recherches
$AbA Rapport de recherches
+30b0 Researchreports
5nb0 Comparativestudiesresearchreport +w a
5nbL Researchin comparative studiesseries * w b
6 4 0 4 be ( 1 9 6 7 ) - 3(11 9 8 1 )
642bb no.9
643bb Toronto, Ont. *b ComparativeStudiesInstitute
In this record, the two 410 frelds provide seefromreferences from the
issuing body, paired first with the English title and then with a parallel
French title. The two 430 fields provide seefromreferences from two variants of the title-the parallel title and a variant. The 530 frelds provide sae
alsoJromreferences from a former and a later title (identifred as such by
the differirig values in the ar control subfield).
The structure of the zr.rcontrol subfield has changed considerably between the preliminary and the frrst edition of the format. Its use is now
restricted to cross-reference fields only, and it now consists ofonly four
characters that spe^cifyusage restrictions and types of information peculiar to those fields.'One type of information it provides is the earlier or
later heading status of seealsofrom entries as shown above. Another very
important item of information is carried in the third character of the subfield, as shown above in the hrst 410 freld. The value a in the example
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of vital information, lacking in the preliminary edition of the format,
that will help to make the series authority system work.
Not shown in these abbreviated sample records, but perhaps implied
in the carefully structured entry of the second title, is an indication of
whether or not the series is traced. The preliminary edition of the authority format lacked any provision for recording a trace decision. One
of the most basic functions, if not the raison d'€tre, of a local series au-

sions have been reached, every piece of the series must be handled to
conform with those decisions. To omit such an integral part of series authority from national records would leave such records performing only
half the necessary authority function.
It is probable that most local libraries, in order to conform to national
practice and to save local processing time, would abide by the trace deciiion recorded on the national authority record much of the time. Greater
uniformity of cataloging would probably result so that searchesof online
union catalogs via indexed series frelds would produce a fuller artay of
the items in traced series than is often the case now. Should local systems
opt to abide by the national decision invariably, it could also allow the
bypass of the local file when cataloging new pieces. This practice would
leave local series authority systems with the tasks of merely ratifying the
national decisions for local use, overriding them to meet urgent local
needs, and providing the local control mechanisms necessary to relate
current practice to past local practice.
Even though AACR2 appears to direct the tracing of many more series than were traced before, and to specify in a rather precise way those
types of series that should not be traced, rule 21.30L still includes the
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judgmental direction to trace a series "if it provides a useful collocation. "" While such a statement legitimates our right to make local decisions, the benefrts of shared cataloging are diminished to the extent that
different perceptions of "usefulness" may lead to national bibliographic
records which do not conform to the same standards and do not, therefore, result in full collocations of the items in a useful series, or result in
unnecessary collocations ofseries that are not useful. Ifwe take the need
for orderly and useful collocation of series as a given, in a national as well
as in a local context, then efforts to provide that orderliness through the
control of a national authority file should be pursued and the mechanisms necessary to signal the trace decision should be as carefully defined as possible.
It should be pointed out that the actual structure of the entries in the
authority file can be affected by tracing decisions, whether overtly or
covertly indicated, and it remains to be seen how entries in the national
authority frle will be structured around, or in spite of, tracing decisions.
For instance, according to current practice it is necessary to create a
uniform title for a monographic series entered under title if its title
proper is identical to the title proper of another series in the catalog. The
Library of Congress specifies that the catalog referred to.is the "file
against which searching and cataloging is being done."'" If the file
against which searching and cataloging is being done is understood to be
the file of bibliographic records (that is, the card catalog or online union
catalog), then we might infer that it is necessary to provide unique identifiers only for those identical titles which are traced, because these will
be the only such titles to appear in the catalog in the form of added entries or in searchable firelds. (Untraced titles remain buried in the descriptive parts of the records in which they occur and do not " appear' ' in
the same sense.) However, if the file against which searching and cataloging are being done is not the bibliographic but the authority file, then
within that file it may be necessary to create a uniform title for every
series whose title is identical to another, even though many of the uniform titles so created may never be used as headings in the bibliographic
frle. Consider the followine alternative situations.
First, suppose that it is the bibliographic file that acts as the "file
against which searching and cataloging is done" and that it is necessary
to create uniform titles only for those identical titles that occur as added
entries in the catalog. The authority file, either local or national, can
then permit subfiles of identical entries for series that are not traced, to
save the trouble of distinguishing them with unique identifiers which
will never be used. The identical titles might be arranged by subordinate
inforrnation such as place of publication, iesulting in i subfile such as the
following (using the field tags of the authority format to indicate title and
imprint information):
130 Colecci6n popular
643 Mexico City, Mexico *b Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica
130 Colecci6n popular
643 Quito, Ecuador *b Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana
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130Colecci6n popular
643 SanJos6,CostaRica *b Editorial CostaRica
Because these titles are allowed to exist in the authority file without
formal differentiation, it would be generally understood that they are
not traced. However, this may not necessarily be so. Suppose that, for
some reason, the Mexican title is in fact traced by one of the libraries

the following:
130Colecci6npopular
643 Mexico Ciiy, Mexico *b Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica(TRACED)
130Colecci6n popular
643 Quito, Ecuador *b Casade la Cultura Ecuatoriana
130Colecci6n popular
643 SanJos6,rCostaRica *b Editorial CostaRica

130Colecci6n popular (Oruro, Bolivia)
643 Oruro, Bolivia *b Camarlinghi
The national frle would then be in some disarray because its orderly
arrangement by subordinate information has been disturbed, because a
decision has now been included for one title (signaled by the
.o.r..it.u..
fact that a uniform title has been created), and because it has been purely
through the accident of a local tracing policy that a uniform title was constructed for one of the titles rather than for another'
We must not be left to infer whether a series is traced or not' and what
its proper form of entry is, by a system such as this, which uses form of
entry is a covert signaling device and which is so dependent, in a national context, on who traced what title hrst.
Suppose, alternatively, that it is the authority file, not the bibliogtrptrii file, that acts as the "hle against which searching and cataloging
is dbne. " Ijniform titles will then have to be created to distinguish between identical seriestitles in the authority frle itself, and subfrles of identical titles will no longer be permitted. The Library of Congress, in a
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perfectly understandable effort not to overuse the uniform title device,
has repeatedly urged that a uniform title be created only for the second
and subsequent of a series of identical titles, and that conflict not be predicted.'' This caveat would result in subfiles of the national authority file
in which one title (the frrst to enter the file) would remain unmarked and
in which all other identical titles would be provided with unique identifiers. The only effective factor in constructing the file would then be the
accident of which title enters the file first rather than which title is traced
first by some library. Thus, assuming that the Mexican title in our example was entered into the file first, we may expect the subfile in the
national authority system to appear as follows:
130Colecci6n popular
6 4 3 M e x i c oC i t y , M e x i c o . . .
130Colecci6n popular (Oruro, Bolivia)
130Colecci6n popular (Q"it", Ecuador)
130Colecci6n popular (SanJos6, Costa Rica)
While not perfect, this way of constructing the authority file provides
a much more satisfactory means of handling the form of entry for each
title and, moreover, provides a unique and correctly formulated heading
for each title in case a library wants to trace one or more of them. F{owever, this form of entry could lead to ambiguity in how the series is to be
handled bibliographically unless we all fully understand in the same way
how the authority file is supposed to interact with the bibliographic file.
Without an indication to the contrarv. the uniform titles in the above
array might be understood to imply that each of these series is traced.
(Why go to the trouble of providing series authority records in bibliographic heading form if the series are not to be used as headings?) However, since a field now exists in the authority format to indicate whether
or not a series has in fact been traced, the uniform title structure need no
longer be interpreted as a covert signal that it should be used in series
added entries. Uniform titles can exist in the authority frle for possible
use if it is locally deemed appropriate. The question remains whether the
national authority file will follow the latter convention for entries or
whether it will permit subfiles of identical entries and, if it permits such
subfiles, which types of series would be allowed to exist without formal
differentiation.
WTII, THE CoNCEPT oF UNIFORM TITLE
BE UsED To FULL ADvANTAGE FoR SnnTTsI
The traditional concept of uniform title has recently been expanded
by the Library of Congress to include use with serial and series titles.
The new concept arose in an effort to close certain gaps in AACR2 rules
that require title entry for the majority of series and serials but that fail to
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belong to other series. The resulting uniform titles for series provide a
needed mechanism for orderly collocation: Moreover, they focus our attention on the desirability of such orderly collocation and the possibility
of achieving it by the use of uniform titles that do not necessarily have the
overt, formal structure of parenthetical addenda to signal that they are
uniform titles.
Consider the series that appears variously as USDA ForestSeruiceGeneral TechnicalReport SE, ForestSeraiceGeneralTechnicalReport SE, or General
TechnicalReport Sd depending on the layout in the chief source of each
piece. The layout varies and is uncorrelated with the numbers of the
pieces in such a way that it could reasonably be said that the variants
represent successivetitle changes. This type of title cries out for a uniform entry to collate all the pieces of what is clearly intended to be the
same series. This particular title, however, does not require a unique
identifier of the parenthetical sort whose presence would serve to signal
that the resulting title is a uniform title; it is already unique in any and all
of its manifestations. In just this sort of situation, the authority record
could act to identify a uniform title, not by adding a unique identifier,
but by the selection of one variant to act as the collating title, signaled as
such by its occurrence in the heading f,reldof the authority record.
The injunction to change serial (and series) records every time the title
changes, an injunction that has brought some headaches but also a very
great measure of uniformity to serials cataloging, might be relaxed
somewhat for the handling of series. With series, the variable title acts as
a secondary accesspoint rather than the primary accesspoint to the material on which it appears. Furthermore, the device of double recording
in both series statement and series added entry is invariably present to
provide the information that the title appears in one manifestation but is
collocated under another. The variant title chosen to act as the heading
might be the one that appeared on the first issue, the preponderant variant, the fullest variant, or some other. The criteria for selection would
have to be agreed upon and shared with the country.

CoNcr,usroN
The preliminary edition of the MARC authority format left so much
to be desired in the handling of series that it was virtually unusable as a
means of providing adequate series authority control. The new edition
has remedied many of the regrettable omissions. Among the desirable
capabilities it provides are adequate means to:
o identify a title as a series
o specify numbering and name of parts/sections of a title
o provide publication, numerical/chronological, and ISSN information sufhcient to identify each series uniquely, whether or not the
heading itself includes a unique identifier
. specify numbering peculiarities and the citation of the numbering
o indicate whether or not a specific see
from reference is a formerly
valid controlling entry
o indicate whether a seealsofrom reference indicates a former or later
title
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o provide connecting links to bibliographic serial records
o indicate whether a series is traced and/or is appropriate for tracing.
However, if we were to envision a national authority system designed
to provide maximum help to the creation and maintenance of local systems and to impose a greater measure of uniformity to national bibliographic records, we might ask the following:
o that the national authority file include all collective titles and identify them for appropriate bibliographic handling on monographic
records either as
-series to be recorded in series helds
-serieslike, but to be recorded in note fields
-serial or periodical titles to be recorded in note and title added
entry fields
-traditional
uniform titles to be recorded in title or title added entry fields
o that for those titles identified as series,the meaning of the 'otracing
practice" freld be clarihed as to the force it carries in indicating a
national tracing policy
. that it be clarified as to whether it is the authority file or the bibliographic file that determines the need for a formally unique entry
structure in the authority file and what, in consequence, the structure of the authority entries will be
o that the uniform title concept be exploited to its fullest to collocate
capriciously variant series titles under a single heading
Those of us who work intimately with series decisions are highly interested in the development of a nationwide series authority system. We
hope that it will substantially improve our ability to maintain selfconsistent local systems compatible with national practice. The new edition of the MARC authority format offers a substantial step forward toward making that hope a reality. The decisions regarding its
implementation by the proposed nationwide authority service will determine how genuinely useful it ultimately becomes.
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SHARAF:The Conodion
ShoredAuthority File Proiect
Helen Moclntosh
with eachother,thebibliographic.
A groupof usersoJ UTLAS hauecooperated
of an automated
aid theNationalLibrary of Canadatoproducethecontent
uti7iry,thehistorlt,operatingprocedures,
authbrit2controlslstem. This paperdescribes
and currentactiaitiesoJthegroup.

our oF a bibliographic utility's proposal to meet the needs of its
Bo**
clients for automated authority control, adapted by the minds of a union
catalogue group who had already wrestled with the problems of cooperative action, polished in a seriesof meetings in a hotel suite in Washington
during ALA Midwinter in January 1979, and finalized in meetings at
the National Library of Canada during the Canadian Library Association conference in June 1979, the Shared Authority File (SHARAF)
programme has provided a workable answer to its users' requirements
for automated authority control.

Grnnsrs oF SHARAF
As soon as a library closes its card catalogue and opts for some other
means of reporting its collection to its users, the question of authority
control, with its accompanying reference structure, arises. This was certainly the case for three public library clients of the University of Toronto Library Automation System (UTLAS) in 1974 as they moved into
the world of book-form catalogues. The cataloguing support system they
were using was still being finely tuned, and no work had yet been undertaken on an authority control system to complement it. The group met,
did a literature search, had discussions with the New York Public Library about its authority system, reported the findings to UTLAS along
with a request for some action, and sat back and waited.
As with all things in library automation, the wait proved to be much
longer than they or UTLAS had originally expected. The rapid growth
in the use of the cataloguing support system meant that much of the programming time at the utility was devoted to product profiles and system
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enhancements. However, by May of 1978 UTLAS was ready to put forward its Interim Name Source Authority File proposal as a means of creating a name authority union file for users of its system. The proposal
was based on the idea that the high degree of commonality among the
contents of authority frles should be capitalized on through the creation
of one set of frles for all participating users. During May, August, and
October of 1978, meetings were held to discuss the Interim Name
Source Authority File proposal. Representatives from the British Columbia Union Catalogue Project, the National Library of Canada, the
University of Alberta, and the UNICAT/TELECAT
project (a bilingual union file project of a large group of university, public, and special
libraries in Ontario and Quebec) met with UTLAS to discuss its suggestron.
As an outgrowth of these discussions,the British Columbia group put
forward, on October 25,1978, the first draft of the SHARAF proposal.
It represented an expansion of the concepts in the Interim Name Source
Authority File together with a suggested organizational and procedural
plan for their implementation. It was this document that formed the basis for the discussions in Washington. In addition to those mentioned
above, representatives of the Mississauga Public Library, the Edmonton Public Library, and the Metropolitan Toronto Library joined this
and the subsequent discussions from which the SHARAF agreement
arose.
The "SHARAF Development Agreement" was a recognition of the
fact that there will always be a need to supplement the content of national
source authority files, and that this need can be addressed most economically in a system that allows total sharing of user input while still making
provision for user individuality in those few caseswhere this seems nec.rr..y.' Since files of name auihority records in machine-readable form
were already available from both the Library of Congress and the National Library of Canada, and since name authorities were perceived as
being the most needed aspect of authority control, the SHARAF proposal began with name authoritie s. Subjects and, firtally, series authorities were to be added as resources and stabilized MARC formats for
them became available. The development agreement provided for two
categories of membership in SHARAF. Charter membership was open
to those libraries prepared to contribute 20,000 name authority records
to the shared file or to any consortium of libraries prepared to contribute
100,000 records. To implement the program rapidly, a deadline ofJune
30, 7979, was placed on initial applications for charter membership,
with the possibility of the addition of more charter members after the
frrst phase of the project was completed. Charter members agreed to
support SHARAF and its activities through participation on the board
of directors and any committees SHARAF might form. (A Standards
and Procedures Committee was the f,rrst and most obvious of these.)
In return for their contribution, charter members were deemed to be
exempt from annual membership fees for the first three years of the project. As part of its contribution, UTLAS agreed that for the first year it
would cover the costs of connect time to search, input, and edit
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SHARAF records, the cost of active storage of SHARAF records, and
the charges for search, display, and file source authority andlot
SHARAF records in SHARAF accounts. The charter members were to
assume communications costs and the labour costs for the creation and
input of the contributed records.
For those libraries who simply wished to use the authorities facility, a
regular membership in SHARAF was available. Records hled by these
members would be validated against the content of the various authority
files and linkages established. Where no authority record existed, and
the regular member felt the need for one, a record could be created according to standards established by the Standards and Procedures Committee of SHARAF, and filed into the.SHARAF file on the same frnancial terms as for charter members.

of Congress was in AACRl form, with AACR2 headings identified as
such and imbedded as cross references. The file being issued by the National Library of Canada had a comparable content for Canadian headings.) To a large extent, this retrospective hle represented a conversion
into machine-readable form of the content of manual authority frles in
the participating institutions. A third file, contributed chiefly by the
Mississauga Public Library, was in British AACRl form but carried the
current LC form as a cross-reference. Libraries linking their bibliographic records to authority files had the option of linking to either the
firsi and second or the first and third of these user-contributed hles in
addition to the national ones. It was also possible to augment the reference structure of a national record by creating additional references in a
record in one of the two user ranses and then linking that record to the

Canadian political, historical, and social topics. Some libraries also used
headings from the Hennepin County subject authority list where they
did noiconflict with eitheiof the establishednational liits.* The Library
of Congress had released a machine-readable form of its subject list as it
stood in December 1978 but had been careful to make it quite clear that
they would not be issuing updates to the frle. No equivalent version of
the Canadian list of subject headings existed, although the data did exist
in a form ready {br input.
After some discussion, it was decided to ask UTLAS to mount the
1978 version of LCSH and to divide responsibility for updating it, based
on the content of the printed supplements to LCSH, among the charter
members. IJsers were also authorized to create records for other subiect
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authorities on an
needed" basis. The group decided to avoid creating series authority records if at all possible until the format for their creation had been stabilized.
Since Canada has two official languages, English and French, cataloguing routinely takes place in both of these languages, and National
Library of Canada name authorities include French forms for such
things as corporate names where there is a difference between the two

OnceNrzeTIoNALSrnucrunE oF SHARAF

ber was given a seat on the board for an initial three-year term, and the
agreement also provided for no more than two members to be elected
from. among the regular membership for a two-year term. Subsequent
elections to the board were for two-year terms on a staggered basis.
Frorn its membership, the board elected a chairperso.r a.rJi treasurer,
each for a two-year term.

The Standards and Procedures Committee has one member from
each charter member institution plus the standards librarian or equivalent representative from each consortium member of SHARAF. Two

Committee is made available to CCC and CCM for their meetinqs. The
committee is also authorized to invite additional resource peopl-eto its
meetings as required. one of the member institutions suppliis pirsonnel
for a position called "deputy SHARAF," whose dutiei... to edit and
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link SHARAF records, resolve heading conflicts, and synchronize
SHARAF records with source authority file records. The terms of reference for the committee also direct it to adopt and provide for the implementation of authorily record standards, to issue a coding manual and
related documents reflecting these standards, to direct the activities of
the deputy SHARAF, to recommend procedures for the use of
SHARAF to members, submit specifications for, and recommend
changes to, its products, provide UTLAS with feedback concerning the
use and development of SHARAF, adopt the national standards as formulated by the National Library of Canada and its appropriate committees, and recommend to the National Library of Canada authority records requiring authentication or resolution of conflicts with national
records from other sources.
Goers AND AccoMPLTSHMENTS
With the organizational structure in place, and with charter members
fulfilling their responsibility to contribute authority records, the group
set out to achieve the goals of SHARAF. As stated in the development
agreement of 1979 they included the following:
A. To encourage as much as is feasible the use of a single and consis'
tent database of name, subject, and series holdings. This goal is
especially important in at least three contexts:
1. cross-library online file searching where catalogue collocation
retrieval functions are required.
2. the generation of union catalogue products for more than one
user or library data file.
3. the standardization of headings (or accesspoints) in the sharing of catalogue records among libraries.
B. To reduce to a minimum the proliferation of independently established and maintained user-owned or separate library authority
file databases, and the attendant high costs that such a proliferation would bring. The widespread use of SHARAF by many libraries will reduce the resource allocation of each individual library or library network user group by eliminating the many
redundancies that would occur if the files were separately developed.
C. To prepare the way for the orderly and systematic adoption of
AACR2 and the closing of LC's card catalogues in 1981, and to
provide the mechanism for libraries to close their own card catalogues and to make the transition to machine-readable bibliographic records and computer-produced catalogue products and
services. The cost of changing to AACR2 headings that will often
be in conflict to previously issued MARC records will be minimized for SHARAF participants.
D. To achieve maximum economy for SHARAF member libraries
in their implementation of name, subject, and series authority
records, and hence to minimize their ongoing maintenance costs
while continuing to provide high quality catalogue records and
services.
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It is useful to investigate to what extent SHARAF has attained these
goals over the intervening three years. The contributions of the charter
members, combined with the content of the source f,rles,provided a substantial body of authority data to which bibliographic records could be
linked by SHARAF members. Those who did this benefitted from the
flip of national source records to the AACR2 form in early 1981, and
their COM products produced subsequently reflected this painless con.
version. Authority records in SHARAF and individual user frles could
not be flipped so automatically, but the first member working with a record was able to make the change in form for the beneht of all other users.
COM products created for linked SHARAF members have displayed a
full cross-referencing structure including scope and,history notes, and
the tendency to have more than one file for the same authoi because of
inconsistency in data entry has been eliminated for those who use the
system fully. Some members have chosen not to link bibliographic records as yet, and for them the provision is made to allow flagging of authority records contributed by the member institution or those in the
f,rlesfor which a matching bibliographic item is held. This procedurewill
allow a member to request copies of all pertinent authority records to use
in inhouse automated systems of catalogue production. During I9Bl , a
pilot project was launched by UTLAS and the Metropolitan Toronto
Library to develop and demonstrate an online catalogue with authority
'fhis
control.
Library Catalogue Management System project was discontinued for other reasonslate in 1981, but it did operate long enough
to show that the linked authority system provided the control needed to
maximize successful searches in an online system.
Sometime after a library becomes a member of SHARAF, it customarily requests a database walk during which its bibliographic file is run
against the authority files and all of the appropriate linkages are made.
This step serves to clean up a member hle and to form the basis for future
consistency in record creation. As a by-product of this computer run a
Headings Only Product (HOP) is produced, showing the library the
linkages that have been established and, by the non-appearance of a
linkage, the authority records that may still have to be created. The
SHARAF member can decide to create anv needed authoritv records
immediately, create them the next time the particular heading ii used, or
not create them at all if there is no inconsistency and it is not considered
likely that one will occur in the future (usually headings for which no
cross-referencesare needed).
The Standards and Procedures Committee has fulfilled its mandate to
achieve maximum consistency in the authority frles through the creation
of concise but very explicit guidelines for the creation and editing of authority records. In the early stages of the project the British Columbia
IJnion Catalogue standards group produced a coding manual for the
creation of authority records, which has been the guide for all current
SHARAF activity. It is expected that this guide will be replaced eventually by an authorities coding manual created and maintained by
UTLAS as part of its coding manual series, but as an interim step, the
current manual plus two documents produced by the Standards and
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Procedures Committee on the handling of specific problems have served
t o r e s o l v em o s t q u e s t i o n s .
NOISE
At the time that SHARAF was founded, it was recognized that some
method had to be created to inform SHARAF members about certain
types of changes in source authority files where the change required
sorne action on the part of the user. UTLAS proposed a document entitled Notification and Information on Source Entries (NOISE) that
would produce alerts needed for the maintenance of online authority
files. Due to delays in the loading of some source file records, NOISE has
yet to be produced. However, when it appears it will probably contain
five sections.
The f,rrst section will report changes by source file agencies to their
r.ecords. As each cycle of source authority records is integrated, the system will produce a list of user authority sequence numbers and of record
sequence numbers for bibliographic records directly linked to the revised source authority records. (A user authority record is linked to a
source authority r".oid whenevei it is desired to.rrh.rr.. the structure of
the source record.) The listing will display the old and new forms of the
heading being changed and the tag number of the freld in the user record
that contains the same text as the changed source record. While users
would normally accept without question any changes in source authority
records, the display allows them to decide on a case-by-casebasis if they
wish. If a change should prove unacceptable, the user would have to create an authority record in its private file (which ranks higher in the validation hierarchy than source files) and relink all affected bibliographic
records to the new authority record.
The second section of NOISE, also produced as cycles of source authority records are integrated, will list source records that have been
dropped. The authority sequence numbers will be listed and matched
with the authority and bibliographic record sequence numbers linked to
them. IJsually a source authority record is dropped because it duplicates
another source authority record or because it is being replaced with another record. However. if there are anv records linked to a source authority record being dropped, an action on the part of the user will be
necessary to avoid having an authority record sequence number print in
place of a heading in the next product. An investigation must be made of
whether or not another suitable source record exists. If so, the linkages to
the dropped record rnay be transferred. Ifno suitable alternate record is
found, it will be necessary to create one in the SHARAF frle and transfer
the linkages to it.
NOISE part III will list source authority records now available for
headings that previously had only a user authority record. The listing
will show the sequence number and text of the newly integrated source
authority record and then list the user codes, user sequence numbers,
and tag matches in existing records. The user will have the option of either dropping his record and relinking directly to the source record or, if
a large number of linkages have already been established, of linking the
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user authority record to the source record. In either case, the action
transfers the responsibility for maintaining the record to the national
agency.
If the instructions for searching authority files are followed, the incidence of inadvertently duplicating a source record in the user files should
be slight. However, parr iV otNOISB will report a lisr of user authority
sequence numbers and the text of the tag where there is a matching
source record. The procedures to eliminate this duplication are the same
as those for Part III.
Part V of NOISE is planned to report four types of errors in user authority records. The first will report those authority records that contain
no lXX (established heading) tag. In each case, the expectation will be
that the record is completed or deleted. A second listing will be of those
records in which a 1XX tag matches a 4XX (seefrom heading) in the
same record. This is usually the result of clerical error and will require
either correction or deletion of the offending 4XX tag. The third section
of part V will report invalid linkages. The report will list user authority
sequence numbers linked to deleted source or other user authority records. The report will require the user to reestablish links to valid records .
The final section will report the sequence numbers of user records which
contain data that could not be processed by the system. Typical examples would be tags without text or with text containing characters that
could not be properly indexed. Once again the required action will be a
correction of the record.
That all of this effort is worthwhile can be confirmed by those
SHARAF members whose products already reflect authority control. As
more libraries close card catalogues and proceed to some form of
computer-produced access,it is expected that many will join the ranks of
SHARAF users.
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ls the OCLCDotobqse
Too Lorge?A Study of
the Effectof Duplicqte
Recordsin the OCIC System
Potricio Dwyer Wonninger

causedb1tthe great size of the database.

rn
I ne OCLC Or.rr-lneIJNToNCeteroc is like a fat man with a heart condition, increasingly crippled by his bulk and bad habits. The database
now contains more than eight million records, and records are being
added at the rate of one million per year. This growth is encouraged by
OCLC: they call the millionth records "solid gold" and encourage a

records are not to be used for cataloging, yet they interfere with searches

bers to stand for the OCLC control numbers. We then searched the
database for the randomly selected record and any duplicates, using the
alphabetic and numeric search keys generated by the sample record. We
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entered an average of 3.6 alphabetic searches per record. We did these
searchesto take the pulse of the system; we feared that duplicate records

'type' and 'year'
enhancements warns that "successful retrieval with
qualifiers depends on accurate frxed-field information in the bibliographic records. "'A searcher is faced with a Catch-22: he or she cannot
kno whether a record has inaccurate data in the fixed fields until the
record has been found. The "dates" f,rxedfreld is particularly subject to
abuse and open to various interpretations. The "date typ." determines
which dates go into the hxed field, and date types "c" and "r" are set
up so that bi6liographically insignificant dates appear in date one , which
iJthe date that acts as the search enhancement. Serial records, which are
difficult to search because they are often only accessibleby short title and
corporate author, are plagued with missing and incorrect dates in the
fixed frelds.'
Let me illustrate the process a searcher might go,through during a
routine check to ascertain whether a record exists for a particular edition

fixed helds. At this point in the search, we have two choices: we can go
back to the group display and wade through ill 1+2 remaining records,
or we can enhante the search. Although we are suspicious of the search
enhancements because of the uncertainty of the fixed-field date, we will
try limiting the search to entries with the dates 1800 to 1850 in the hxed
frelds. Thii search retrieves a collective display of 32 records (frgure 2)'
The records in lines 4,6,7, and B must be investigated before we f,rnally
find #5699569 (figure 3). A careful and persistent searcher will find this
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Figure I
Group Display
record, but it shouldn't take so long or be so hard' In any case, when
there is doubt about the date, the search enhancement is not a useful
refinement.
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pairs of duplicate recordsz so they are currently acting on only a few duplicate records reported." OCLC now uses a program called Master
Data Base Update, which compares new MARC records to existing records in the ditabase and eliminates duplicates.u Member libraries must
depend on their own manual searching abilities to avoid inputting duplicate records, but an improved search algorithm, developed by Thomas
Hickey and David Rypka, would operate online. The algorithm would
identify duplicates that the current program misses, such as variations in
the form of the publisher's name or in the style of pagination.'
Hickey and Rypka determined that "the percentage of monographic
records that are duplicates and should be eliminated in the OCLC Online Union Catalog is 7 percent to 9 percent. To the user, the apparent
rate is double this, since this is the percentage of records that could be
eliminated without loss from the Online Union Catalog, and each of
these records has a corresponding record that will remain. The percentage of records that have a duplicate is roughly twice the number that
could be eliminated, 14 percent to 18 percent."'In our sample of 100
records, we found 17 that were duplicated and a total of 40 duplicate
records. In other words, 19 percent of the records we investigated are
surplus; a single bibliographic item is represented by two, three, or more
records. Hickey and Rypka's 1979 estimate of 7 to 9 percent duplication
might be low; our estimate of 19 percent high, but it is not unreasonable
to estimate that the number of duplicate records in the database is approaching the million mark. These extra records are putting a great
strain on the system as evidenced by the ever increasing difficulty in
searching and decreasing response time and in costs for staff time for
libraries using the system. OCLC is also incurring extra costs, both for
storage of these unnecessary records and for computer power required to
search these duplicates.
It is diffrcult to tell just why member libraries input duplicate records.
Careless searching, diffrculty in searching, desire to input the "perfect"
record, diffrculty in editing and updating, desire to escape hrst-time use
charges; all of these might be reasons for the existence of duplicate records. It will be difficult to eliminate duplicate records from the database
entirely. It is probably better for the machine to miss pairs of duplicates
than to mismatch records for separate bibliographic items. If non-LC
records are to be consolidated, who will decide which records will remain
in the database and which will be deleted? Will any cataloging variations
be consolidated into the remaining record? The machine will not be able
to make these decisions; computers, after all, are "exquisitely stupid. ""
The very question of what actually constitutes a duplicate record will always spark a lively debate.
We believe it is bad practice to input a new record when the only variation in description is an insignifrcant copyright or printing date. The
Library of Congress has decided that a new copyright date is not enough
evidence to constitute a new edition, and they have chosen not to reproduce these "insignificant and misleading copyright dates, but only those
that are known to indicate a new edition (because of other evidence). "'"
Another practice that adds needlessduplication in the database is the
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direcfve to code photographic and microfrlm reproductions date type
"r."1\ These photocopies and microfilms are produced on demand by
such depositories as University Microfrlms International (UMI) and
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Coding these items
"r" forces one to put the bibliographically insignificant date of the reproduction in date one, which is the date that will serve as the search
enhancement. The date of the orieinal is shunted to date two.
This practice is apparently based on AACR2 rule 11, which calls for
description of the facsimile, with details on the original in a note. The
Library of Congress is currently "interpreting"
this rule to mean exactly the opposite, pe+apl because they recognize the folly inherent in
inputting a new record eachyear an item is requested from a depository
like UMI or NTIS. Surely one record in the database for the original
thesis or monograph is suffrcient or two records if one is a paper copy and
the other a microform.
Coding these records "r" has the additional disadvantage of scattering records for the same bibliographic original throughout a search.
Two records for the paper photocopy of The Codeof Hammurabi, King of
Babylon, edited by Robert Francis Harper, 1904 edition, appear in the
database, both date type ' ' r' ' ; one has 190+, 197I in dates one and two,
the other has 1981 , 790+ in the dates field. 1904 and 1981 are the dates
that act as the search enhancement. A searcher also must distineuish be.
tween the record for the microfilm (dates 1979, 1904) and threE records
for the 1904 original. This duplicatibn is unnecessaryand could be eased
by putting the date of the original in date one, and adjusting the date of
reproduction locally.
Eighty-four percent of the records in our sample were for monographs. This compares well with Dennis Reynolds' estimate of 85 perieni in the entire database." We suggest that splitting the database into
separate f,rlesbased on type of format would ease the problem of unwieldy size and poor response time. Serial records (12 percent of our
sample) are more difhcult to search than monographs. Dividing the Online Union Catalog into separate files based on format would make the
whole catalog more accessible. Serials, scores, sound recordings, and
audiovisual materials would be easier to frnd in smaller files, and the
monographic hle would be smaller by more than a million records. Each
file could be accessedby a presearch code, as the equal sign is currently
used for a corporate author search. The relatively few records that could
arguably be cataloged on two formats (most likely monograph or serial)
would have to be handled by more stringent input guidelines than presently exist, or some duplication would have to be tolerated.
OCLC should expand the alphabetic search keys. The keys are too
short to sift through the massive database, and depending on the postsearch enhancements is risky.
Responding to criticisms that OCLC is out of touch with its constituent libraries, President Rowland Brown said OCLC "continues to exercise leadership in preparing libraries for the technological opportunities
of the B0's."" OCLC's biggest successto date has been its national union catalog. We hope every opportunity, technological or otherwise, will
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be seized to keep the Online Union Catalog a healthy,
mere technology is not enough; it seems inevitable that
will become nicessary for OCLC to provide human
eliminating the duplicates from the database. This will
ever, we are all already paying the price.

useful tool. But
at some point it
intervention in
be costly. How-
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An Archive Tope Processing
Systemfor the Triongle
ReseorchLibrqriesNetwork
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I

o use OCLC ARcHrvE TApESas a source of machine-readable biblio-
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conflicting policies were found.
USING OCLC ANCTTTVNTAPES
Before they can be used by a local library, the machine-readable cataloging r..o.d. on the archive tapes must frrst be processed to-change the
collec"tion of archive records into a local master database. Although the
basic concept of what is required is quite simple, large research libraries
must solve several problems with using the OCLC system in the manner
expected by OCLC, i.e.-, the most retently created-archiv€ record be.o*.r the new local master record for an item, completely replacing any
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braries was required.
. Fgyr.rp-..ific problems addressed by the TRLN
in which they were resolved are discuised below.

system and the ways

NEED FoR MULTIPLE REcoBDs
THe Pnonrevr

versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Although this may not be an ideal situation in an automated environ-

that justify creating separate records for two items in its database. For
example, British and American editions of a work justify separate records, but reprintings of the same edition do not. creition of ocLC master records must conform to these standards. However, special collections sometimes need finer distinctions than the ocLC standards allow.
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quired. These are called multi-userecords. From the local library point
of view, multi-use records are entirely different records, representing related but not identical titles.
Trrn SorurroN
The archive tape processing system handles the problem of different
requirements within an institution by maintaining physically separate
local master records for each cataloging center or separately administered library. It did not seem productive in a batch-mode system using
magnetic tape storage to attempt to eliminate data redundancy by merging records where so many differences would still have to be maintained.
Similarly, complete, separate multi-use records are maintained where a
cataloging center has determined the need for fine distinctions among
records.
The tape processing system automatically sets a cataloging center
code as part of the record identifrcation key based on the holding library
code. These codes, assigned by OCLC, are already entered in the record
for other purposes, i.e., to indicate precise locations of items and to order cards for the appropriate catalogs. Thus, cataloging staff are not required to input special codes to signal to the tape processing system that
complementary records for different cataloging centers should be created. However, an additional transaction code is necessary to allow a
cataloging center to delete its record from the local master database.
Unlike complementary records for different cataloging centers, the
system cannot determine automatically when multi-use records should
be maintained. Therefore, an explicit multi-use number is necessary to
indicate that an incoming record is a new multi-use record rather than
an update of an already existing local master record. Multi-use numbers
are assigned sequentially with a separate sequence for each cataloging
center's group of multi-use records. The first version of a record has an
implicit multi-use number. When a second version of a record is required, the next multi-use number must be explicitly entered. Thus, for
the majority of records, which are the first version of a record, no special
action is required from cataloging staff.
DETECTING ERRORS
Tna Pnonrervr
Although proofreading is the only method for detecting errors in the
actual data, automated methods can be used to detect some tagging and
coding errors. Without automated validation, such as can be provided
by an archive tape processing system, it is impossible to detect errors in
the nonprinting portions of the record. Although OCLC does some validation of tags, no consistency checks are made.
Adequate error detection and correction are especially significant because the problems in records stem not only from ordinary mistakes but
also from changes in the MARC format over the years. For example,
many fields now require frling indicators to show the number of characters to be disregarded in sorting, as for initial articles. Since these indica-
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tors formerly were not allowed, older records do not contain thern. It is
necessary to correct out-of-date records so that the entire database is
brought up to current standards.
THe SorurroN
The archive tape processing system includes extensive validation routines to check for errors in the catalog records. Of course, errors in the
noncoded cataloging data cannot be detected automatically, but codes
that are not filled in at all and inconsistencies in tagging can usually be
detected by the system.
The archive tape processing system detects two types of errors that can
errorsthat prebe identifred but not corrected automatically: (l) processing
vent the system from determining the appropriate action to take with a
specifrc archive record and (2) logic errors in the cataloging data that
should be brought to the attention of cataloging staff but that do not prevent proper processing of the record. There are two types of logic errors:
bibliographic errors and warnings.
Processing
Errors. Processing errors are caused either by OCLC or local
transaction code errors or by problems with the record key (which consists of the OCLC number, cataloging center code, and multi-use number). They include such problems as attempting to cancel a record that
does not exist in the master file or using an invalid multi-use number.
Generally, records with processing errors must be corrected by reediting the OCLC master record. Under TRLN procedures, cataloging
staffare notified ofthe occurrence ofprocessing errors through printed
exception reports.
Logic Emors. Logic errors are grouped into two categories according to
the severity of the error. The more severe category, called "bibliographic errors, " consists of such errors as the omission of the title or call
number. Records that have bibliographic errors are added to the local
master databases because the system must be able to process subsequent
archive records, but are flagged since the error is so severe as to render
the record useless to library users. These records are not printed in
COM catalogs or other listings. Cataloging staff are notified by exception reports; their correction must always be made through OCLC.
The second category oflogic error is not severe enough to prevent use
of the record. Therefore, this category causes "warnings" to be generated in the exception reports, although the record is added to the master
databases and is used in all products derived from the master databases.
Warnings are caused by such inconsistencies and errors as leaving coded
information blank or indicating multiple dates while supplying only a
single date. Records that cause warnings must also be corrected by reediting the OCLC master record.
CHANGING AND CORRECTING RECORDS
Trre Pnoernvr
Since the OCLC system always copies the entire record onto the archive tape, updating the master requires completely replacing the rec-
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ord. All changes to records, no matter how minor, necessitate the recreation of the entire record, including both the bibliographic data and
the holdings information. Whenever a record must be corrected, the
same process that created the original local record must be repeated.
OCLC does not retain the local form of the record online, so reconstructing the local version of the data is difficult and time-consuming.
The bibliographic record that appears printed on catalog cards does not
include all of the data that must be included in the local machinereadable record. Thus the cataloger cannot see the complete record as it
was originally created and must attempt to reconstruct the information
from the partial information that is on the card and from memory. Data
not printed on the cards include information in highly coded form, e.g.,
the language and country of publication, and coded cataloging information such as whether a name is personal or corporate or whether an initial article is present in a title. These data are not important for maintaining a card catalog but are vital for an accurate catalog in an
automated environment. Generally the item represented by the record is
no longer in hand and the complete original local record cannot be read,
so the reconstruction involves some guesswork. Trained catalogers are
required to correct even minor typographical errors. In addition to the
time required to reconstruct the cataloging data, large amounts of staff
time are required to key changes and rekey local variations to the OCLC
record. As a result, it is virtually impossible for a large library to have all
desired or needed changes reflected in a local database by using the
OCLC system. In many cases, the changes are made manually in the
card files but are simply never made in the machine-readable files.
Tnn SorurroN
The optimal method for maintaining local records would be an editing
system that would allow cataloging staff to examine local master records
and make changes in an online environment. The TRLN libraries anticipate developing such a system, but is was decided that a simpler system
that could be used immediately would also be worthwhile. Therefore, a
system of local transaction codes was developed to allow holdings data to
be treated separately from bibliographic data.
The system developed requires that each type of data be considered in
its entirety, e.g., if a change to any bibliographic data element is required, all bibliographic f,reldsmust be edited again. It was decided not
to develop a system of transaction codes that would allow editing of specif,rc frelds since such a system operating in batch mode would be extremely complex. Since the online system for editing local records will
ultimately eliminate the need for the transaction code system, the goal of
the transaction code system is merely to provide some relief to cataloging
staff responsible for maintaining the databases as promptly but inexpensively as possible.
The system works as follows. Mnemonic codes are entered by the cataloger into one of the local use fields when a record in the OCLC system
is b.eing edited. The local codes are_interpreted by the archive tape processing system to produce a specific action. They are used only when
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changing a record that already exists in the local master database. For a
specifrc record, if only the bibliographic data should be replaced, a prescribed transaction code must occur in the archive record. If only the
holdings data should be replaced, a different transaction code must occur. IJse of these codes is optional since records can continue to be completely re-edited. If the entire archive record, including both holdings
and bibliographic data, either should be added to the master database or
should entirely replace an existing record, no transaction code is necessary.
In addition to easing the diffrculties of correcting errors manually, the
tape processing system automatically attempts to correct individual rec-

guage code does not always match the actual languages in the fields, all
records with automatically supplied filing indicators are printed for
manual review of the indicators. For example, an analysis in English of
Les Miserables could simply be titled Les Miserables. However, since the
text is in English, the record would be coded as English. In this case,
since "Les" is not an initial article in English, the system would incorrectly supply zero as the f,rling indicator.

Cor.r,rcrrNc STATISTIcS
THn Pnosr-Bl\,r
A wide variety of statistics is collected in a large library to monitor
collection growth and cataloging activity. Statistics of collection growth
in the TR.N libraries includb the number of titles and physical volumes
in each library and each departmental library and indicate if the copy is
new to the institution as a-whole, new to the department, or an addi-

some, and the data are probably inaccurate. Incoming archive records,
when compared to previously existinglocal master records, include most
of the dati necessary to produce these statistics. Thus, an archive tape
processing system can logically address the problem of compiling statistics.
Tnn Solurron
Collection-size and cataloging-activity statistics are compiled from
data about the item cataloged orrecataloged and its relationship to the
existing collections. The counts that should be increased and the amount
of the inc.e.tt.ttt are determined by comparing the holdings in the ar-
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chive record with any previously existing record for the item. Cataloging
staff must provide information about the nature of the cataloging transaction.
The indicators associatedwith the holdings data field have been designated by OCLC as available for local use, and, since this field is the basis
for gathering statistics, these indicators are appropriate to use for providing the necessary relationship information.
The archive tape processing system will compare the holdings statement of the incoming archive record with the holdings statement in the
previously existing master record, if necessary, and increase the appropriate totals on the basis of the comparison and the indicator values. For
example, when a new record is added to the master database with no
special indicators, the number of new titles will be increased by one. If
another copy is added, the holdings statement in the new archive record
will show both copies, but comparison of the holdings statements of the
new archive record and the old master record will indicate that one copy
was already counted and that the total for added copies should be increased by one. (Note: Although functional requirements for the statistical reporting module of the archive tape processing system are complete,
the module has not yet been implemented.)

CoNcr,usroN
The TRLN libraries have made substantial progress toward effectively using computers to share bibliographic information, maintain catalog records that represent the holdings of each library in the network,
and selectively retrieve bibliographic records in response to individual
queries. By using the OCLC Cataloging System, the libraries share bibliographic data and create local catalog records in machine-readable
form. The TRLN Archive Tape Processing System accomplishes its primary goal of building and maintaining master databases of bibliographic records for the TRLN libraries as well as the secondary goals of
alleviating some of the difficulties with using the OCLC system. As long
as local machine-readable cataloging records are received through the
subscription service, the TRLN Archive Tape ProcessOCLC-MARC
ing System will remain a reasonable approach to creating and maintaining local master databases. It is hoped that in the future direct transmission of records from OCLC to the local computer will make the archive
tape processing system obsolete.
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loose-LeofPublicotions
Byron Cooper
publicationshaaecreated
numerous
oJloose-leaf
Currentpractices
in thecataloging
problensfor bothlibrariansand users.Manl of theseproblemsresultfrom the
It is arpublicationsinto a monographic
catalogingJormat.
ffirt tofit loose-leaf
guedthat library needsdemand,andAACR2 perhapspermits,thetreatmentof
publicationsas serials.
seaeral
tltpesof loose-leaf

puBLrcArroNSappear in loose-leaf binders. Often this format is
Mo^"
preferred for economic reasons over a stitched or glued binding for a
simple monograph and offers no cataloging challenge. But the treatment
of loose-leaf publications designed to be updated is one of the more intractable problems of descriptive cataloging. The conceptual approach
to loose-leaf publications is a theoretical question with serious practical
consequences.
Every year more loose-leaf works are published with accompanying
updating services. Since this format is expensive, loose-leaf services
have generally been available in the past only for subjects of interest both
to academia and to large, affluent professions, notably law, business,
and medicine. Rapid changes, especially those brought about by technological developments, have led to the growing use of the updated looseleaf format in many areas, including library cataloging itself.

CereLocrNc QuEsrroNs
Many of the problems of cataloging a loose-leaf publication will be apparent even to those who have never seen such a work. When it is updated, it gets new pages. The old pages may be superseded and discarded, or the new pages may simply be added to the end of the work. If
the present binders become too crowded, new binders are added and old
binders replaced. A new title page may be among the new pages provided every year or more frequently. A change in the title, the statement
of responsibility, the edition, the place of publication, and the name of
'
the publisher may create a "new manifestation' of the item.' Certainly
the text of the work and the date in the chief source of information will
Byron Cooper is associatedirector, Indiana University Law Library, Bloomington.
Manuscript receivedMay 1982 and acceptedfor publicationJune 1982.
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have changed. Furthermore, one "loose-leaf service" can consist of a
variety of publications. A periodica), amonographic series, severaf nonperiodicaf serial sets, and as many as fifteen loose-leaf volumes, each
performing a different function, may all be sent to those subscribing to
the service.
THE DEFINITION OF
LoosE-LEAF PUBLICATION
The second edition of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR-2)
addirefers to "all loose-leaf publicatlons that are designed to receive
'
publication. This term,
tions, " but offers no further definition of loose-leaf
like many others in descriptive cataloging, is difficult to define- The
binder itself distinguishes the loose-leaf publication from most monographs. Many loosi-leaf publications, however, are published in pampn6tr usually frled at the end of the previously publ.ish_e{pamphlets.
They become almost indistinguishable from a periodical for which the
publisher supplies a storage binder.
At least thiee characteriitics, however, seem to be found among those
works commonly called loose-leaf publications. First, such works are
published in pages or pamphlets that are filed in a binder, usually- suppli.d b.fo.. or at the same-time as the pages or pamphlets, Second, the
iet is updated with pages or pamphlets that replace or add to theprevious
materi;l. Third, the set as a whole is integrated, at least by a digest system or an index that is supplied or cumulated nearly as often-as updating
pages or pamphlets are piovided. The essenceof a loose-leaf publication
is tle intigrafion of the updates with the previously published material.
TYPES OF LOOSE-LEAF PUBLICATIONS
Loose-leaf publications can be divided into three types: sequential, interpaginatedf and mixed. Sequential loose{eaf publications are those in
which new material, except for the index' is added by pages or pamphlets filed at the end of the existing material. These publications cause
iew problems and are routinely handled by the Library of Congress and
most other libraries as serials.
Interpaginated loose-leaf publications are those in which the new
prges o. plmphlets are interfiled within the existing work,^sometimes
iuperseding the existing material, sometimes adding to it. Of these there
are also twd types: (1) those intended to be continued indefinitely (or at
least until the need for revision is so substantial as to warrant reissuing
the trasic volumes) and (2) those that are superseded at regular intervals.
In something of a paradox, as explained below, those-intended to be continued indefinitely are treated by the Library of Congress as monographs, and those'regularly superseded are treated as serials.
"
Mixed publicationi are those in which part of the loose-leaf service or
treatise is-frled sequentially and part is interpaginated. If the only part
that is interpaginated is the index or digest, then there seems to tre no
problem with regarding the whole as a "serial" under cuffen_t practice.
if ttrot. than the-indeior digest is interpaginated, then the Library 9{
Congress tends to regard the whole ^s an i.rie.paginated monograph. If
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each part has its own title or subtitle, then each part can be given a bibliographic record appropriate to its type.
THE CoNsEeuENcEs oF CURRENT PBAcrrcEs
The fundamental problem in the descriptive cataloging of loose-leaf
publications of the interpaginated and mixed types has been the attempt
to force them into formats established for monographs. The consequences of forcing an infinitely changing work into a format designed for
a fixed, finite entity have been felt by both patrons and librarians.
Cataloging records for loose-leaf publications frequently mislead patrons looking for a particular ' ' edition' ' of a loose-leaf service or treatise .
Interlibrary loan requests are sent for loose-leaf works that no longer exist in any library, because the works have been updated with new title
pages. The treatment ofloose-leaf publications has failed dramatically to
meet one of Cutter's objectives for cataloging records, which is to assist
in the choice of a book as to its edition.'
Cataloging loose-leaf publications as monographs consumes inordinate amounts of staff time in constant revision of volume numbers,
dates, and other information on cataloging records. Complete sets often
must be recataloged and relabeled because of changes in title pages. The
key figure in this process becomes the serials check-in clerk, who must be
sufficiently aware of cataloging rules and practices to recognize significant changes, but not so sensitive that the catalogers are flooded with
every update to a loose-leaf service or treatise. The chief purpose of such
a work is severely undermined if the updates are backlogged in the cataloging department.
Updates for a loose-leaf service cataloged as a monograph usually cannot be controlled through an automated serials control system that is dependent upon a cataloging system, unless a separate serials cataloging
record is constructed for the updates. To construct such a record is the
philosophy of OCLC TechnicalButletin 704.aBut the guidelines in this bulletin do not directly answer the problem of what to do with updates that
do not have their own titles distinct from the works in which they are
interhled. Furthermore, it is troubling to find separate cataloging records for both the basic service and the updates, neither of which has any
frxed reality. The updates ceaseto exist as an entity when they are filed,
and the service as a whole is nothing more than the sum of the update s.
According to its stated policy, New Serial Titles (NST) does not include
loose-leafpublications.'In fact, a large number of interpaginated looseIeaf works are included.o But because the Library of Congiess and NSZ
guidelines exclude loose-leaf publications from serials treatment, other
union listings of serials routinely omit them as well. The continuing costs
of most loose-leaf public.ations are very high, and it is unfortunate that
current practices are inhibiting interlibrary control and sharing of looseleaf resources.
The International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) has proved very
useful in controlling and identifying serial publications. Through cooperation between the Library of Congress and the U.S. Postal Service
(USPS), the latter has adopted the ISSN as the preferred method of serial identihcation. The National Serials Data Program (NSDP) rou-
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tinely assigns an ISSN to a sequential loose-leaf work or to the updates of
an interpaginated one if the updates have atitle different from that of the
publication as a whole. Otherwise, the NSDP is reluctant to create a registry entry and no ISSN is assigned. The publisher must then use the
USPS number assigned by the post office, and the latter number is
nearly useless for control and automated searching and check-in procedures.
Srnrer, oR MoNoGRAPH?
Librarians' conception of what constitutes a "serial" unfortunately
became fixed before loose-leaf services were widely us_ed.The first looseleaf services in law were not developed until 1907.' Business services
were developed at the same time. Oxford lJniversity Press claims to
have developed the first medical loose-leaf service in 1920."
On the other hand, bv 1904 Cutter had alreadv defrned a serial as a
"publication issued in successiveparts, usually at regular intervals, and
continued indefinitely."'Cutter
need not have defined serial as he did.
He clearly formulated a dehnition based not on ordinary usage or lexical
considerations but on the usefulness of the definition to librarians. This
dehnition has, however, been strictly construed. Functional utility has
been disregarded. After all, the purpbse of special rules to describeserials was not to suggest the need for considerable shelf space but to create a
format capable of describing something incomplete that is undergoing
frequent change.
Cutter's defrnition was essentially retained in the 1908 and 7941 cataloging rules. By 1941 the Library of Congress had in practice already
begun to describe interpaginated loose-leaf publications as monographs.
There was some inconsistency in the treatment of individual items in the
description, but the monogiaphic format was often employed. This
practice was codified in the 1949 Rulesfor Descriptioe Cataloging in the Librarl of Congress,which was adopted by the American Library Association. Specifrc rules for describing loose-leaf publicationl^were included
in the chapter on "separately published monographr."'" The inclusion
of loose-leaf rules in the chapter for monographs was continued in
AACRl, in the revision of chapter 6, and in AACR2." The dehnition
gradually evolved so that it now states that a serial is a "publication in
any medium issued in successiveparts bearing numerical or chronological designations and intended to be continued indefinitely.""
Actually it has never been clear why the traditional defrnition cannot
apply to interpaginated loose-leaf publications. They are issuedin successive parts, even if they are not filed or bound successively. At the time
they are issued, they almost invariably bear both chronological designations and numerical designations (Release 219, Release220, etc.), even
though these designations may be lost at the time of filing. But many
loose-leaf services do retain such designations, and in fact the standard
legal citation format in some cases requires citation by the date on the
cited page, if there is one."
In addition, the application of the principle that a loose-leaf publication be intended to be continued indefinitely in order to be considered a
serial has been somewhat paradoxical. In Library of Congress practice,
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serial treatment has been denied to a loose-leaf publication that may per-

and the StandardFederal Tax Reporter.
A case can be made, however, that AACR2

requires interpaginated

been regarded as monographs.
Handling interpaginated loose-leaf publications as serials would facilitate the establishment of automated check-in records. It would improve
control through union listings and the routine assignment of ISSNs. In
the cataloging record itself, the serials format would give greater promi-
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nence to chronological designations and would enable catalogers to take
advantage of the bpportunities offered by the serials format to avoid
some of the frequent changes now required.
CoNcLUSIoN

tial economies in library operations. Merely recognizing the serial nature of an'interpaginated loose-leaf publication does not solve all of the
problems, but it is a necessary first step.
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ElizobethR. Boughmon
The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification for 1982 is
awardedto Elizabeth R. Baughmanin recognitionof heroutstandingcontribution to
librarlt educationin theJield of catalogingand classfication, her dzaotionto libraryt
education,and her continuation of the tradition of Margaret Mann, the teacher,in
combiningpracticalitlt and excellence,aision and instruction.
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ElizobethR. Boughmon
MichqelGormon
Elizabeth Baughman is, in the opinion of many, the finest teacher of
cataloging in the United States today. The award of this year's Margaret
Mann Citation recognizes her excellence in library education and serves
to commemorate Margaret Mann by conferring the citation named after her upon a woman who embodies the best of Ms. Mann's ideals and
the best of her enduring practical contribution to our profession. For
more than two decades, with love, humanity, and commitment, Eliza'
beth Baughman has taught young librarians well and, thus, made a lasting impression on a multitude of our colleagues and on their libraries.
The impact of a single gifted and dedicated teacher may be diffrcult to
quantify exactly but is, nevertheless, real and enduring. As Henry Adams said, "a teacher affects eternity" and never knows the true extent of
his or her influence.
Elizabeth Ruth Baughman, a native of Effingham, Illinois, is currently a senior lecturer in the Graduate School of Library and Information Science at the University of California, Los Angeles. She has a
bachelor's degree in education from Eastern Illinois lJniversity, a master's degree in history from the University of Illinois, and master's degree in library science from the University of California. Ms. Baughman
was the head reference librarian at the Chicago Historical Society for
some yearsbefore goingto the UCLA Library School in 1959. When she
joined the faculty of UCLA she found both a mentor and herlife's work.
The mentor was none other than Professor Seymour Lubetzky (Margaret Mann Citation, 1955), the most distinguished living teacher and exponent of cataloging theory and practice. The life's work that Ms.
Baughman took on, with the support and encouragement of Professor
Lubetzky, was the study and teaching of cataloging. That she excelled in
this endeavor is most eloquently testified to by the fact that upon Professor Lubetzky's retirement in 1969, Ms. Baughman was appointed to
succeed him as UCLA's principal teacher in the field of cataloging. This
was upon Professor Lubetzky's recommendation. To succeed the most
eminent thinker and teacher in the most intellectually rigorous freld of
librarianship was a daunting prospect for Ms. Baughman, but proved to
be a step that was well within her compass. Professor Lubetzky's belief
in Ms. Baughman's excellence as a teacher is evidenced by (among
many others) the fact that when, in 1964, he was selected for the Beta Phi
Mu Award for Good Teaching, he wrote to the Beta Phi Mu committee
informing them that the award should have been made to him and Ms.
Baughman jointly. This letter was read at the award ceremony.
Professionally, Ms. Baughman's life for more than two decades has
Michael Gorman is director, General Services Departments,
administration, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

and professor of library
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been devoted to the scrupulous and comprehensive study of the complex
and constantly changing freld of cataloging and to the teaching of that
area of librarianship. Despite the all-consuming nature of her avocation,
Betty Baughman has found time to play a part in professional and
alumni associations. She has been the chair of the California Library Association Publications Committee and the president (in 1967) of the
University of California Library School's Alumni Association.
Ms. Baughman uses the full range of teaching formats-formal
lectures, seminars, informal small-group discussions, and directed individual study, and is an outstanding exponent of each. That her effect on her
students is far from transitory can be seen by the respect and affection for
her that they retain for many years after graduation, by the various important positions that they hold across the U. S. library world, and by the
'
fact that ' Baughman students' ' are much prized by knowledgeable employers of catalogers. The importance of this contribution cannot be
overestimated. In order to remain vital, our profession needs a continuous supply of intelligent, informed, and well-motivated students.
Betty Baughman has never enjoyed good health. That her physical
frailty is matched by a strong spirit and a keen intellect is obvious to anyone who has met her. In light of her physical resources, she made a conscious decision to concentrate on the teaching role. This virtual eschewing of the research facets of library education in no way represents a lack
ofrespect on her part for such research. There can be few persons who
keep up with the published fruits of research with more assiduity than
Betty Baughman. I know of no one who is better at distilling and communicating those results to students than she.
Betty Baughman is an engagingly witty woman with great warmth
and capacity for friendship. She brings these perso4al qualities to social
discussion and (from the professional point of view) more importantly,
to her teaching and to professional discussion. She has succeeded in
overturning the stereotypical view of cataloging, catalogers, and cataloging teachers. Her teaching is thought-provoking, thorough, and exciting. She transforms the superficially arid topic of cataloging into the
intellectual and practical challenge that it really is by the application of
her teaching skills and her devotion to her students.
Ms. Baughman is an outstanding educator, a dedicated librarian, and
a good and kind person. I (with thousands of others) am proud of her
friendship and proud to belong to the profession that she adorns.
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EstherJ. PiercyAword , 19822
Noncy R. John
to Nanqt R. John in recognztton
TheEstherJ. PiercltAwardfor 1982 ispresented
processing,
to theelfectiue
hercontributions
in-thefieldif technical
of herleadeiship
to
of AACR2, and herpromise
and rationalimplementation
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NoncyR. John
Julie Nilson

was asked to manage the society's headquarters also, while a search for a

viewed as a valuable resource in her state and in the region where she
provided more than her fair share of the effort to prepare catalogers for
the new code.
Ms. John was promoted to assistant university librarian at UICC
with responsibilities for Collection Control and Delivery Services in
1980. At the same time, she was asked to chair the RTSD CCS CommitJulie Nilson is head, Acquisitions Department, University Libraries, Indiana Universlty.
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tee on Cataloging: Description and Access. Both these advancements
were solid recognition of her achievements in Illinois and in the national
library community. As assistant university librarian, she has participated in the redesign of automation in the Circulation Department, has
integrated automation into the operations of the Catalog Deparrment,
has established a data conversion process that will provide the basis of a
future online catalog, and is designing the automation requirements for
the Acquisitions Department. But it is as chair of CC:DA, the committee assigned the responsibility for ALA's position on AACR2, its maintenance, revision, and implementation, where Ms. John has been most
cited for her levelheaded, evenhanded leadership. In an atmosphere
charged with emotion and among individuals committed to represent
highly divergent points of view from various groups and organizations,
Ms. John has provided a forum for discussion, analysis, and resolution
that has been universally judged as fair and efficient.
Ms. John has many other credentials that support her selection as the
Piercy Award librarian including a substantial list of publications. All
these factors have been instrumental in the jury's decision to present the
award "in recognition of her leadership in the field of technical processing, her contributions to the effective and rational implementation of
AACR2, and her promise of continuing service to the profession."
In the spirit of the intention of this award, one of the letters supporting
Ms. John's nomination quoted Edwin Castagna's comments on Esther
J. Piercy and stated that they applied equally to Ms. John. "If there was
ever a stereotype ofthe cataloger . . Esther helped destroy the stereotype. We who worked with her from day to day . . are also richer for
having had her personal friendship, her close professional association
and her invigorating example. "
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ResourcesSection
BlockwellNorth Americo
ScholorshipAword, 19822
Library Collectiorfs.'Their Origin, Selecfion
t Development,
by RichordK. Gordner
Library Collections: Their Origin, Selection & Development abQfills a
long-felt needfora publication that instructsthe beginninglibrarian about thecollection processfrom the creationoJ a work to its integration into a librar2 collection.
Library Collections describestheproduction and marketingof library materials,
couersbibliography and reaiewsof bookand nonbookmaterials, presentsthe theorlt
and practiceof selection,and examinessuch issuesas weedingand storage,eaaluation, and censorship.This well-written text ffirs practical insighx into the collection processand prouidesinformation not usuaQtcoueredin introductorltacquisition
courses,as exemplifiedin the sectionson publishing and resourcesharing. For these
reasznsit has beenawardedtheResourcesSectionBlackwell North America Scholarship AwardJor 1982.
The author, Richard K. Gardner, is a professorat the GraduateSchoolof Librarlt
and Information Science,Uniuersitlt oJ Califurnia, Los Angeles,which will be the
beneficiarytof the $1,000 scholarship award proaided through the generositltof
Blackwell North America.
Membersof the 1982 jur! uere RichardJ. Ericson, Administratiue Office of the
U.S. Courts, Ruth A. Fraley, GraduateLibrary for Public Affairs and Polic2,
State Uniaersit2 of New York at Albanlt, and Fred C. Lynden, Brown Unioersity
Library Qhair).

Richard K

Gardner (leJt) and l9B2jury

chair, Fred C Llnden.
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NOMINATIONS FOR 1983
MARGARET MANN CITATION
Nominations for the 19B3 Margaret Mann Citation are now being accepted.
They should be submitted by December 15, 1982, to Elizabeth Herman, Chair,
701 Tigertail Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90049.
The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for outstanding achievement in cataloging or classification through:
o publication of significant professional literature;
o contributions to activities of professional cataloging organizations;
o technical improvements and/or introduction of new techniques of recognized importance;
o distinguished teaching in the area of cataloging and classification.
Renominations of nonrecipients are acceptable.

NOMINATIONS FOR 1983
ESTHERJ. PIERCY AWARD
Nominations for the 1983 EstherJ. Piercy Award are now being accepted. They
should be submitted by December 15, 1982, to Marcia Tuttle, Chair, IJniversity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Wilson Library 024-A, Chapel Hill, NC
2 75 1 4 .
The Piercy Award was first presented in 1969. Its purpose is to recognize contributions to Iibrarianship in the field of technical services by a younger
librarian-one
who has no more than ten years of professional experience and
who has shown outstanding promise for continuing contributions and leadership.
The award may be granted for:
o leadership in professional associations at local, state, regional, or national
levels;
o contributions to the development, application, or utilization of new or improved methods, techniques, and routines;
. a significant contribution to professional literature;
o conduct of studies or research in the field of technical services.
Renominations of nonrecipents are acceptable.

NOMINATIONS

FOR 1983 RESOURCES SECTION
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Nominations for the 1983 Resources Section Blackwell North America Scholarship Award are now being accepted. They should be submitted by December
L5,1982, to Ruth Fraley, Chair, 29 Roslyn Dr., Ballston Lake, NY 12019.
This award is presented to honor the author or authors of the outstanding
1982 monograph, article, or original paper in the field of acquisitions, collection
development, and related areas of resources development in libraries. Blackwell
North America will donate a $ 1,000 scholarship to the U. S. or Canadian library
school of the winning author's choice. The school will select a student concentrating in the acquisitions or collection development areas to receive the scholarship.
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Reporf of the President
Chqrlotto C. Hensley
The Resources and Technical Services Division (RTSD),

in its

and in technical services, and (5) to cooperate with other units of ALA
and with other national and internationa) organizations in areas of mutual interest. In 1981/1982, approximately 550 members served as
RTSD officers, committee members, discussion group leaders, and representatives. Twenty-one divisional committees, twenty-three discussion groups, five sections with frfty-four committees, and the Council of
Regional Groups (CRG) accomplished the work of the division summarized here. The activities of the sections, Serials (SS), Resources (RS),
Reproduction of Library Materials (RLMS), Preservation of Library
Materials (PLMS), and Cataloging and Classifrcation (CCS), are reported separately.
RTSD awards were presented at the 1982 annual membership meet-

cation of the year in acquisitions, collection development, and related
areas of resources development in libraries was presented to Richard K.
Gardner for Librarl Collections: Their Origin, Selection, and Deoelopmcnt
(McGraw-Hill).
The division's eighteen-month conference program planning cycle,
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which requires contact with potential cosponsors and no-conflict scheduling, was successfulin 1982. Of the division's eight programs, seven
had cosponsors, including three outside RTSD.
The RTSD/RASD/LITA
Preconference, "Prospects for the Online
Catalog, " featured Isaac Asimov. Nine other speakers discussed catalog
accessmechanisms, technology in libraries, experiments in online catalogs, choosing an online catalog, and catalog use studies. The planning
committee was chaired by Helen Schmierer.
The division's major program was a one-day conference-within-aconference, "Research by and for Librarians: The Needs, the Methods,
the Opportunities,"
which was sponsored by all RTSD sections and
seven other ALA units. The planning committee, chaired by Richard
Johnson, presented a program that focused on research in all areas of
division responsibility. Other 1982 conference programs were:
1. "The Physical Quality of the Books We Buy: Problems and Solutions" (RTSD/Association of American Publishers Committee,
PLMS, RS Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee).
2. "Subject Analysis in an Online Environment" (CCS Subject
Analysis Committee, the Reference and Adult Services Division
Catalog lJse Committee, and the Public Library Association Cataloging Needs of Public Libraries Committee).
3. "Current lJses of Video and Optical Digital Discs" (RLMS Technology Committee).
4. "Education for Library Preservation" (RTSD Education Committee and PLMS).
5. "Collection Management Decisions in a Resource Sharing Environment" (RS Collection Management and Development Committee and SS).
6. "News of Improved Microform Services" (RLMS and RS).
During 198111982, RTSD members began planning seventeen regional institutes for 1982-1985 in order to provide programs for librarians who cannot always attend national conferences. Collection Management and Development Institutes are coordinated by a subcommittee,
chaired first by Paul H. Mosher and subsequently byJutta Reed-Scott,
of the RS Collection Management and Development Committee. Local
committees have responsibility for institutes in Washington, D.C.,
Cambridge, Mass., the Southwest, the Southeast, the Pacific Northwest, and the Midwest. Authorities Institutes are scheduled for San
Francisco, New Orleans, New York City, St. Louis, Albuquerque, and
Fort Lauderdale. The planning committee is chaired byJennifer Younger and the faculty will include Library of Congress staff. Subject Headings Institutes are being planned by a committee chaired by Mary K.
Pietris and will also feature Library of Congress staff. The frrst will occur
in October 1982 as a preconference to an Illinois Library Association
meeting. Others are tentatively scheduled for San Antonio, Los Angeles,Washington, D.C., and Boston. At the 1982 Annual Conference,
the RTSD Board approved a series of library preservation institutes that
had been developed by a subcommittee (Merrily A. Smith, chair) of the
PLMS Education Committee. Programs extending from April 1983 to
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August 1985 will focus first on top-level library management, then preservation program administrators, and frnally on preservation practitioners. Institutes about integrated online library systems and micrographics are also being considered by the division.
The CRG provides for the exchange of program ideas and information about national and regional activities in resources and technical services among its thirty-one affrliates, many of which are units of regional
or state library associations. During l9B1/82, David Remington, chair,
coordinated the testing of an electronic mail service for its value in facilitating communication among selected regional group chairs and among
division officers and staff. The service will be continued in 1982/83. In
acknowledgment of the 1982 ALA/PaLA Annual Conference cosponsorship, the CRG conference program featured activities of its affiliate,
the Pennsylvania Library Association Technical Services Round Table,
at its program meeting.
All of the twenty-one division-level committees were active during
1981/82.Included here are comments about the work of several of them.
The Audiovisual Committee, chaired by Nancy Olson, reestablished liaison with related groups, including the Library of Congress, theJoint
Advisory Committee on Nonbook Materials, and the ALA Online Audiovisual Catalogers. Because interest in audiovisual materials is high,
the committee was expanded to nine members in 1982. The Duplicates
Exchange Union (DEU) had 574 library members in 1981/82. The
DEU Committee, chaired by Christina Feick, produced a new brochure
describing membership requirements and services. The committee has
been meeting in the spring via telephone conference calls, rather than at
the Midwinter Meeting, for two years. This has been a reasonable a-lternative for members who are from small libraries and have diff,rculty attending two meetings each year.
Chaired by E. Dale Cluff, the new International Relations Committee drafted statements outlining the responsibilities of RTSD repre sentatives to international organizations and the criteri4 for identifying candidates to represent RTSD in international activities. It discussed
methods of publicizing RTSD's international activities and is pursuing
liaison relationships with other ALA groups concerned with international library issues.
Divisional membership continued to receive attention in 1981/82.
The RTSD Board instructed the Membership Committee, chaired by
Murray Martin, to develop a long-term divisional membership promotion plan that includes coordinated funding and recruitment and standard formats and distribution plans for brochures or promotional materials used by sections. The Planning and Research Committee, chaired
by Susan Vita, constructed a membership survey concerning members'
program priorities. It will be published in the Newsletterfor voluntary reply by division members.
The Technical Services Costs Committee, chaired by Barry Baker,
drafted guideline questions to be answered by any group proposing
changes or additions to existing library standards. The committee was
expanded to eleven members in 1982.
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more cost-effective charge for nonmember subscriptions, annual rates
will be raised from $15 to $20 with volume2T; this is the first increase in
LRTS subscription rates since 1975. The RTSD Newsletteris in its sixth
year of publication and its second year of appearing bimonthly. Editor
Arnold Hirshon provided detailed information about division activities
and items about research, AACR2 implementation, library-materials

Costs Committee).
During lg}l/82, RTSD displayed its commitment to ALA priorities
and activities and to cooperation with other units of the association in
several forums. Of primary concern was the continuing debate over various "Operating Agreement(s) between ALA and its Divisions."
RTSD also considered items referred to it from other ALA units and
sent representatives to the Freedom to Read Foundation, the Government Documents Round Table, the Legislation Assembly, the Membership Promotion Task Force, and the Publishing Forum. Elizabeth
Herman, RTSD councilor, attended the Committee on Professional
Ethics working sessions about strategies for implementing the 1981
"statement on Professional Ethics." The RTSD Newsletterwill publish
several articles by Pamela Darling concerning its application to resources and technical services librarians.
The interdivisional Catalog Form, Function, and IJse Committee,
chaired by Dorothy McGarry (RTSD), had its organizational meeting
at the 1982 Midwinter Meeting. Its members include representatives
from the American Association of School Librarians, Association for Li-

user education, and the Council on Library Resources public accesscatalog survey.
To maintain an active role in matters relating to the interchange of
machine-readable bibliographic data, the division supported the attendance of one RTSD member of the Representation in MachineCommittee
Readable Form of Bibliographic Information (MARBI)
during fall and spring meetings at the Library of Congress. MARBI was
chaired in 1981/82 by RTSD appointee Gretchen Redheld.
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To facilitate regular communication about issues of mutual concern,
the RTSD and LITA boards met jointly for the second time ar the 1982
Midwinter Meeting. Agenda items included electronic mail services,
the Electronic Library Association Membership Interest Group, the interdivisional Catalog Form, Function, and IJse Committee, the effectiveness of division liaisons, the proposed "Operating Agreement, " and
overlapping discussion groups. The results of the very productive meeting (in large part because of the cooperation of B. Kenney, LITA president) were agreement to meet again next Midwinter, to continue the LITA/RTSD liaisons, to present a cooperative statement to COPES at
Midwinter about the "Operating Agreement, " and to merge the retrospective conversion discussion groups within RTSD and LITA.

A special division interest is in standards, guidelines, and codes for
resources and technical services. RTSD has representatives to the
American National Standards Institute committees on Micrographic
Reproduction (PH5) and Library and Information Science and Related
Publishing Practices (239). The ALA/RTSD
representarive to the internationalJoint Steering Committee for Revision of the Anglo-American
CataloguingRules, Frances Hinton, is its current chairperson. The division has also been represented in the work of the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) Offrce for lJniversal Bibliographic
Control's five-year review of the International Standards for Bibliographic Description texts, the IFLA Working Group on lJnion Lists of
Serials, and the International Standards Organizaiion Micrographics
Committee.
In its twenty-sixth year, the Resources and Technical Services Division is a strong unit of ALA. Its services and programs are designed to
meet its goals and to cover its areas of responsibility within the American
Library Association. For the division to remain vital, it must institute a
planning process which accurately predicts the developments that will
face RTSD and ALA members in the future, which allows goals to be
reviewed periodically, which acknowledges priorities, and which evaluates program effectiveness. Membership commitment to RTSD activities and involvement in national and international developments of concern to resources and technical services librarians are also essential to
divisional well-being.
In a personal conclusion, I thank RTSD Board members, committee
chairpersons, and committee members for their many contributions to
the programs of the division during 1981/82. I am grateful to Karen
Horny, past-president, for her valuable guidance and wisdom, and to
Norman Shaffer, president-elect, for his support throughout the year. I
acknowledge particularly William Bunnell, executive director, and William Drewett, deputy executive director, for their impressive work in
ensuring that the division operates efficiently. The Resources and Tech-
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nical Services Division is unusual among ALA units in the extent of
member interest and involvement in its programs. It is the concern and
expertise of these members that keep the division operating. I thank all
RTSD members for the privilege and pleasure of serving as president
during l9B1/1982.

Cotologing ond ClossificotionSection
D. Koye Gopen, Choir
For CCS and its members, 1981-82 continued not only to emphasize quality
programs, but also dedicated committee work resulting in the completion and
forwarding of major committee reports. CCS, along with the RASD Catalog
Use Committee/PLA Cataloging Needs of Public Libraries Committee cosponsored a program, "Subject Analysis in the Online Environment," designed to
address the needs and/or problems of accessing materials by subject in an online
catalog. The emphasis was on the scholarly and theoretical underpinnings of
subject control-revealed
to be of increasing importance in the online environment by recent findings of CLR-sponsored research reported in another ALA
program. Robert Holley spoke on the constraints of the three-by-five card,Jessica Milstead on the state of the art in subject accessindexing, Elaine Svenonius
on classification in the online environment, Phyllis Richmond on ideal subject
access, and Anne Lipow on what might develop given the practical considerations facing us. More than 800 people attended the two-and-one-half-hour session and hailed it as one of the best programs of the conference. Nancy Williamson spoke on the educator's need for research, Jerome Yavarkowsky on the
value of cost research in cataloging, and AIan Veaner on the administrator's
view of research. CCS' other major contribution to programming this year
were the three papers presented during the "conference within a conference. "
Major committee reports produced during the year included that of the Subject Analysis Committee (ably chaired by Robert Holley), "LC Subject Authority Control: Scope, Format, Distribution: A Final Report." The report is
especially significant since LC is working on its subject authority system, and a
number of the recommendations were thought to be important at this time: that
there be a machine-readable subject authority file to be distributed on a timely
basis with periodic updates (in conjunction with a merging mechanism), and
that this frle be potentially richer than the printed list. A second Subject Analysis
Committee report submitted at the Midwinter Meeting was titled "Report to
the RTSD CCS Subject Analysis Committee on Filing Conventions for Period
Subdivisions, " which would have some effect upon Sears subject headings, and
possibly on LC.
SAC is continuing its cooperative work with the Dewey Classification Editorial Policy Committee by agreeing to sponsor a hearing in Los Angeles on proposed Dewey changes in the 560s-590s, 700s-770s, and 350s.
The second major committee report came from the Catalogingof Children's
Materials Committee under the chairpersonship of Betty Grebey titled "GuideIines for the Cataloging of Children's Materials." Produced with assistance
from the Library of Congress, the guidelines establish standards to be followed
in the cataloging of children's materials. The guidelines were approved by the
CCS Executive Committee and forwarded to the RTSD Board with a recom-
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sl:rious problems with uniform titles. Two actions were taken: (1) refer to
CCAAM the question of uniform titles for constitutions in foreign languages;
(2) recommend that examples be added to AACR2 to illustrate the use of uniform titles to differentiate between two works. The second subgroup reporting
to CC:DA made recommendations on machine-readable data files, and ap:
proximately thirty-f,rve recommendations will be sent forward to theJoint Steering Committee. Two further CC:DA task forces were appointed-one to work
on a glossary of AACR2 terms, and the second to considei the Music Library
Association report on suggested rule revisions for the cataloging of music.
CC:DA is faced at each meeting of the committee with a variety of concerns,
the resolution of which affects the procedures and cost-effectiveness of almost all
libraries in the United States. Not only must the committee approach these concerns, but it does so in the public forum of ALA, inviting the discussion of visitors to committee sessions.It is a credit to the forum and to the committee members that active and full debate has resulted in so much fruitful action.
The Committee on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials, under the chair
of Thomas Lee, continued its exhaustive work of reviewing and approving rornanization tables presented by LC, with the most recent beingJapanese. The
task force established last year to compile a list of foreign vernacular terms for
constitutions in uniform titles continued its work and should be reporting back
at the next Midwinter Meetine. The committee also discussed the RLIN
Chinese{apanese/Korean catal;ging project and LC's decision to discontinue
the production of catalog cards in the vernacular for these items once the project
begins. CCAAM is recommending that LC continue to provide catalog cards to
research libraries if at all possible. Under the le adership of Elizabeth Dickinson,
the work of the Policy and Research Committee is being revived. The committee prepared a resolution relating to the proposed federal standards for librarians recommending that the CCS Executive Committee support efforts by ALA
and all of its units to review and comment on "Tentative Standards for Bibliographic Information Analysis . . " Kathleen Bales agreed to coordinate any
comments CCS members would make, svnthesize them. and forward them to
ALA's Office for Library Personnel Resources for their use in formulating an
ALA statement with examples, and that work was completed during this year.
The committee is undertaking the task of preparing a research-topic survey to
identify areas in which research might be profitably undertaken.
Another facet for CCS activities takes place in the discussion groups. In CCS
such groups have been organized in the areas ofcataloging norms, copy cataloging, catalog maintenance, and heads of cataloging. The forum for communication and interaction of cataloging matters at the grass-roots level is an important
one. With AACR2 now in use , discussion topics have been substantial, interest
has been lively, and attendance large in all cases. In some groups a formal structure continues to provide speakers. The groups are fulfilling a need that other
committees, as working units, are unable to provide.
CCS also continues to maintain its formal contact with other committees and
organizations with similar interests including the Dewey Classification Editorial Policy Committee and with units of ALA including the RASD Catalog Use
Committee, the PLA Cataloging Needs of Public Libraries Committee , and the
newly formed International Relations and Preservation Microfilming Committees.
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practicality
and excellence, vision and instruction.
The CCS Nominating Committee, under chairperson Doris-Clack. produced a slate of six candidates for three vacant positions in the CCS Executive
for 1982-83. Elected were Lizbeth Bishoff as viceCommittee
chairperson/chairperson-elect, and Arnold Wajenberg and Jennifer Younger
as members-at-large.
During 1981-82 the CCS Executive Committee continued to coordinate the
activities of the section and its uniis and to support and sustain the work of those
units. The "Manual on Procedures" was completed and will be made available

in technical services.
applications
Members of the CCS Executive Committee for 1980-81 were Kaye Gapen,

chairperson, respectively.

Preservotionof Librory Mqteriols Section
Pqmelo W. Dorling, Choir
The second full year of the Preservation of Library Materials Section
(PLMS) was characterized by the same vigorous and enthusiastic activitythat
marked its first, with both steady growth in membership participation and exprogramming efforts.
panded
Among the highlights of the year was the rich menu of preservation conference activities in Philadelphia.
PLMS cosponsored three important programs: one on the "Physical Quality
of the Books We Buy " with the RTSD/AAP Joint Committee ; another on " Education for Preservation" with the RTSD Education Comrnittee; and third, the
on research, which included
division-wide conference-within-a-conference
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morning and afternoon sessions on preservation research activities. Section
members were active in the planning for all three, appeared on the speaker's
platforms, and filled the audiences.

PLMS also maintained its tradition of arranging tours for conference -goers,
this time to the Conservation Center for Artistic and Historic Artifacts in downtown Philadelphia and to the nearby Library Bindery Company. In the past few
years PLMS and its predecessor, the RTSD Preservation Committee, have
made it possible for conference-goers to visit more than a dozen different conservation labs, binders, and library preservation programs around the country.
Comrnittee accomplishments during the year have been equally satisfying.
The Education Committee produced another bibliography, coordinated several of the Philadelphia activities, and is at work on a new edition of the Preseraa-

and distribu ted to the library press in the spring of 1982 . It calls attention to the
valuable work of the Council on Librarv Resources Committee on Production
Guidelines for Book Longevity and the'ANSI 239 Subcommittee S: Standard
for Permanent Paper for Printed Library Materials.
The PLMS Policy and Research Committee has {lourished despite continuing problems with some no-show members. By involving many visitors and ignoring the lack of a quorum, it has managed to initiate investigations of topics
such as comparative costs of conservation techniques and the permanence of
photocopies; developed a recommendation supporting the Library Technology
Project's work toward production of less destructive library photocopy equipment, which was endorsed by the PLMS Executive Committee and the RTSD
Board before forwarding to LTP; and formally encouraged the Association of
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ResearchLibraries in its exploration of methods for developing comparative

and will probably organize another round of tours.
The sectionnow has formal liaisonswith the RTSD SerialsSectionand Reproduction of Library Materials Section, and most recently with the Junior
Members Round Table of ALA. These active relationshipsacrossorganiza-

problems.
PLMS is young, strong, eager-and maybe a little cocky. The latter can be
forgiven, I think, io long as the energy and dedicationof its memberscontinues
to produce such good fruits.

Reproductionof Librory Moteriols Seclion
Robert Grey Cole, Choir
This was a very active year for the Reproduction of Library Materials Section. The section developed and presented two hne programs at the ALA Philadelphia Conference. The first, "Current lJses of Video and Optical Digital
Discs," was prepar€d by the RLMS Technology Committee. Richard Boss
spoke on "Research in Progress on Optical Digital Discs," David Remington
provided an "lJpdate on the IJse of Optical Digital Discs at the Library of Congress,"-andJudith
Paris reviewed "Videodiscs in Education and Training."
The second program was jointly sponsored by the Resources Section and was
titled, "At Your Service: Managing and Marketing Library Microforms."
Jack E. Pontius spoke on the "Knowledgeable Microform Consumer," Margaret Byrnes described "Marketing the Microform Collection, " and Katherine
Mawdsley described the importance of "The Inviting Setting. "
During the year, Deborah Raikes has been chairing an ad hoc Committee to
Develop Regional Institutes on Micrographics. These institutes will be held in
conjunction with state and/or regional library association conferences and will
introduce attendees to the most recent developments in the marketing, use, and
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preservation of library microforms. It is anticipated that the first of these institutes will be held in the fall of 1983.
The ad hoc Committee to Develop Guidelines for Operating a Library Microform Facility has been making excellent progress under the fine leadership of
Margaret Byrnes. The drafting of the document will be completed by the Midwinter Meeting and publication should follow shortly thereafter.
The Technology Committee is preparing publications on recent advances in
telefacsimile and on optical disc utilization in libraries. These titles will be published bv the RLMS Publication Committee in 1983.

ResourcesSection
Williom J. Myrick, Choir
The Resources Section serves its membership and librarianship in general
through continuing education, publications, the exchange of ideas and procedures, conference programs, and consumer advocacy in areas relating to collection development and management, including the selection, acquisition, and
evaluation of library materials in all types of institutions.
The mission and goals of the section are accomplished through the work of its
committees and discussion groups. The committees and their chairpersons for
1981-82 were the Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee (Sara Heitshu);
the Collection Management and Development Committee (Jutta Reed-Scott);
the Library Materials Price Index Committee (Nelson Piper); the Micropublishing Committee flack Pontius); the Policy and Research Committee (John
Kaiser); and the Resources Section Blackwell North America Scholarship
Award (Fred Lynden). The Nominating Committee, chaired by Edna
Laughrey, provided continuity to the work of the section by nominating an excellent slate of candidates for office. The section's discussion groups continue to
be excellent vehicles for information and procedure exchange. These groups,
and their chairs, were the Acquisition of Library Materials (Gail Kennedy);
Booksellers (Edward J. Lockman); Chief Collection Development Officers of
Large Research Libraries (Juanita Doares); and Chief Collection Development
Officers of Medium-Sized Research Libraries /Binnie Braunstein). Finallv. the
section sponsored the provisional Gifts and'Exchanges Discussion Giorrp.
chaired by Denise Ridard.
As usual, the section's program activities constituted its most visible aspect.
The second in a series of regional Collection Management and Development
Institutes was given in Washington, D.C., immediately after the 1982 Annual
Conference in Philadelphia. Subsequent institutes are planned for Boston in fall
1982, and for New York (sponsored by METRO) in spring 1983. Future plans
call for institutes to be given in the Midwest, the Southwest, the Pacific Northwest, and the Southeast.
The section also sponsored or cosponsored a variety of other programs during
the Philadelphia Conference, namely, "Collection Management Decisions in a
Resource Sharing Environment, " "Resources of German-Speaking Europe:
Publishing Patterns and Bibliographic Strategies for the 80's, " and "At Your
Service: Managing and Marketing Library Microforms. " RS also participated
in the successful conference within a conference. which focused on research in
all aspects ofresources and technical services.
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Newsletter.
The Micropublishing Committee continued its vigilant oversight of microform standards and of microform publishing. The committee, in conjunction
with RLMS, continues to develop guidelines for the use and service of microforms.

ties of the more formally structured committees.

SeriolsSection
John R. Jomes, Choir
The Serials Section serves the information community and contributes to librarianship by providing a forum for the exchange of information on all aspects
Through its organizational structure of committees and
of serials *u..ru.g.*.tt.
discussion grorrps, the section provides discussions, meetings, and programs on
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both general and specific aspects of serials management, including bibliographic control, acquisitions, automation, and collection management, and
contributes to specialized training for librarians in the field of serials. In addition, the section facilitates the distribution of information concerning serials
through its publications.
The topic of resource sharing and collection development is receiving increasing attention in the library and information community due to the present
economic climate. The Serials Section ad hoc Committee on lJnion Lists of Serials continues to provide a forum for the exchange and dissemination of information on the bibliographic means for resource sharing of serial publications.
This year the committee will complete drafts of its publication on the creation,
production, and maintenance of union lists of serials to be published in the ALA
Guidelines series. IJnion listing is a topic of international interest, particularly
in terms of standardization. This year Marjorie Bloss, chairperson of the committee, was appointed to the IFLA Working Group on lJnion Catalogues of
Serials, insuring RTSD/SS participation in international developments. The
ad hoc Committee to Study the Feasibility of Creating Dynamic Lists of Core
Serials, chaired by Sally Williams through January- 1982 and by Suzanne
Stiedieck since that time, has been engaged in selecting a subject area for testing
the methodology for compiling core lists and assessing their utility.
The implementation of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d edition, for
serials has been a major topic throughout the year, generating lively discussion
and debate. The Committee to Study Serials Cataloging, chaired by Rex Bross,
has provided an excellent means for the discussion of this topic at avery speciflc
level. In order to insure that the deliberations of the Cataloging and Classification Section's Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA) are
available to the Serials Cataloging Committee and that SS concerns are made
known to CC:DA, the Serials Section representative to CC:DA had been made
an ex offrcio member of the Serials Cataloging Committee.
The management of serials collections depends on more than bibliographic
control. The Committee to Study Serials Records, chaired byJean Farrington,
deals with all types of serials records. This year the committee has worked on
designing a checklist that can be used in planning for the transition from a manual to an automated serials operation. The checklist covers such topics as system
selection, functions, and organization. When completed, the checklist will be
published, filling an important need at a time when local and cooperative automated serials control systems are proliferating, whether offered by both individual companies and not-for-profit networks.
During 1981/82, the section has continued its support of education and training for serials librarians through its Regional Serials Workshops Committee
and Library School Education Committee. Chaired by Deana Astle, the Regional Serials Workshops Committee has prepared a list of journals that will
publish announcements of workshops and is examining, with the Council of Regional Groups, a means for updating and disseminating the list. In addition, the
committee is updating the Directory of Speakers
Jor Snials Workshops. Concentrating on the formal course content needs of serials librarians, the Library School
Education Committee, chaired by Betty Hanson, has compiled a syllabus on
the teaching of serials in library schools and has completed a survey of library
school courses on serials. An article has been written for publicationinJournal oJ
Library SchoolEducation, and SerialsReaiew wrll publish the committee' s bibliography of materials relating to serials. The committee has undertaken a new project to investigate the requirements for hiring librarians for serials positions.
In a lighter vein, the Worst Serial Title Changes of the Year ad hoc Committee, chaired by Miriam Palm, is carrying on the continuing education of the
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make a final report on this issue at the 1983 Midwinter Meeting.
The Large and Medium-Sized Research Library discussion groups met
jointly in Denver for a lively and well-attended discussion of NSDP activities
and individual experience in the usage of the ANSC standard for summary
holdings. The two groups agreed to merge and will henceforth meet as the SS
Research Libraries Discussion Group.

year for exploring and participating in the changing role of serials to meet the
information and economic requirements of the eighties.
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Lettqs to the Ed;itor

From:Josi Luis Peniza, manager, TechnicalInformation Center,Inteaep, 5.A., Caracas, Venezuela-After
reading the April{un e 1982 issue of Z,R ZS, I should like
to elaborate on some of the assertions made by Thomas P. McGinn in his article
on automation of technical services at the Venezuelan National Library, in regard to automated systems in Latin American libraries.
Mr. McGinn does not refer at any moment to RIPPET, Red de Inforrnaci6n
Petrolera y Petroquimica (Petroleum and Petrochemical Information Network), which implemented an automated system for managing its information
in 1980. This system usesa Data General Eclipse 130 computer and is written in
MIIS standard language. At the present time, it includes cataloging, circulation
and information retrieval functions. Hopefully, by the end of this year, development of an acquisitions and holdings check-in system for serial publications will
be completed.
This computer support allows the interchange of diverse units of information
in real time, thus taking the maximum advantage of existing resources in the
country.
Already contacts have been initiated with the National Library to integrate
both computers, which would result in the establishment of a more complete
information network at the national level.
I appreciate your attention and hope that by the publication of this complementary information, your readers will have a more complete idea of what is
happening in Venezuela.
From: Marjorie Kirchgasser, head oJ Catalog Section, Amherst CollegeLibrar2. -I
agree with Douglas A. Cargille ("Variant Edition Cataloging on OCLC: Input
orAdapt?" Z RTS26:47-51 (Jan./March 1982)) that a new record should be input for a variant edition rather than modifying existing copy. I am concerned,
however, that his description of the NEW command will lead to a misunderstanding of the use of this function.
The record created by a NEW command must be verified in the same manner as a record created from a workform. I disagree that "the changes are usuEditor's note: Letters sent to the editor for publication in this column cannot be acknowledged, answered individually, or returned to the authors. Whenever space is
available in an issue, selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, though
abridgment may be required. Letters intended for publication should be typed doublesDaceo
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work.

Ms. Kirchgasserhas my strongestsuPport.
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Compiled by Edword Swsnson
General Procedures Used in Compiling the Index
The following types of entries are included:
a. authors-of articles and letters
b. titles-of articles and of articles about which letters were published
c. subjects of articles
Subject entries for individuals are identified by "(about)"; letters
are identified by "(.)."
Entries are arranged word by word following the "file-as-spelled"
principle. Numbers are arranged before alphabetical characters; acronyms without internal punctuation are arranged as words.
Paging oJ Volume 26.
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Rebuldela, Harriet K : 66-67
Reproduction
of library materials:

294-305
Bibliography:302-5
History: 52-56
Reproduction of Library Materials Section
Annual report: 1980/81, 66-67;
1981/82,393-94
Bylaws:84-85
Resources and Technical Services Divisron
Annual report: 1980/81, 5B-71;
1981/82,384-97
Bylaws: 72-80
President Annual report: 1980/81,
58-62;1981/82,384-89
ResourcesSection
Annual report: 1980/81, 67-69;
1981182,39+-95
Bylaws:85
"Revising the Dewey music schedules"
192-203
Richmond, Sam: 204-11
Rinehart, Constance: 254-62
Root, NinaJ.: 65-66
"RTSD annual reports, 1980/81" 58-71
"RTSD annual reports, 1981lB2" 38+-97

s
Saffady, William: 29+-305
Sawyer,Jeanne: 362-69

Index /403

Serial publications: 277-93
Bibliography: 291-93
Cataloging and classification:277 -87
Sovietljnion: 151-55
Union lists:285-86
SerialsSection
Annual report: 1980/81, 69-711,
1981/82,395-97
Bylaws:85-86
Series
Authority control: 331-++
"Shall we produce cataloguesor Babelographictowers?" 156-69
..SHARAF" 345_52
SharedAuthority Files (Project): 345-52
"Some thoughts on the Dewey decimal
classification"183-87
" Sourcesfor deternriningciration practice
for court reports throughout the
world" (Marion, Apr {une 1981)
57 (c)
Spalding,Helen H.: 2i2 (c)
Stevens,Jana K : 15 1-55
"A study of the Dewey decimal classification as pertainsto the contactof Homo
sapienswith extraterrestrial sentient
life" lBB-91
Subjectcataloging:263-76
Australia: 100-108
Bibliography:272-76
Subject headings: 267-68
Subject headings, Library of Congress:
100-108
Swanson, Edward: 400-403
T
Tate,Elizabeth L : 99
Technical services

Automation: 170-76
Triangle Research Libraries Network:
362-69
Tuttle, Marcia:69-71
U
IJniversal Bibliographic Control: 156-69
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle:
12-20
UTLAS: 345-52

v
"Variant edition cataloging on OCLC"
47 -51 , 398-99 (c), 399 (c)
Veaner, Allen B.: 52-56, 306-8
VenezuelaProject (Northwestern lJnivers i t y ) :1 7 0 - 7 6
Videodiscs: 29+-96
Vocabulary management: 264-65

w
Wanninger, PatriciaDwyer: 353-61
W e b e r , B e n i t aM : 2 7 7 - 9 3
Welsch,Erwin K.: 136-50
Williamson, NancyJ : 62-65, 122-35
Y
"The year's work in serials:1980"
l G l a s b y .J u l y / S e p t .1 9 8 1 ) :2 1 2 ( r )
" T h e y e a r ' s w o r k i n s e r i a l s : 1 9 8| "
277 -93
"Year's work in subjectanalysis:1981"
263-76
Younger, Jennifer A. : 263-76
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Advanced
LibrarySystems
lnc.

,Al5, tl11gffilt,,ou,o

t'wE
WROTE
THE
BOOK
ON
r@//orn4
SERVtCE"

Everybody's talking
about on-line catalogs
What about on-time?

GRCCONfl
A name that
stands lor on-time!

AMBASSADOR
BOOK
SERVICE,INC.
"lurnishing books and related services
to academic & research libraries"
4 2 C H A S N E RS T R E E T
H E M P S T E A DN, Y 1 1 5 5 0
( 5 1 6 )4 8 9 - 4 0 1 1

could
have
createdI

GENERATI\I
R ES EARC H tif coRPoRA,,oN
A SUBSIDIAHY
O F F L O W G E N E R A L ,I N C
P O Box 6770,Santa Barbara,CA 93111-0770
Phone (805)964-7724

tr LINX SC-10for on-line check-in
a n dc l a i m i n s .
n L I N X f o r i n s r a n r a n e o uesl e i tronic messagesand comprehensive,
on-ilne tralnlng.

I
I
I
I

Contact: Vera Fessler

Get the complete srory
on LINX.
There's no competition!
M a i l c o u p o nt o :
Faxon
l 5 S o u t h w e s tP a r k
Westwood, Massachusetts

02090
usA
Tel: 800-225-6055(tol l-free)
c o l l e c ti n M a s s .
6 1 7 - 3 2 9 - 3 3 5( 0
and Canada)

Union Lists
C u r r e n tl s s u e sI n S e r i a l sM a n a g e m e nNt ,o . 2 .
$t 6-95

WOMEN
and
Library Management
C u r r e n tl s s u eIsn L i b r a r i a n s h iNp o, . 1 .
$t 6.95

SenialsCollection Development
L i b r a r yM a n a g e m e nSte r i e sN, o . 5 .
$16.95
Postageis extra. Send for our free catalog!
P u b l i s h e rosf s e r i a l a
s n d m o n o g r a p hisn a l l a r e a so f l i b r a r i a n s h i p .
PierianPress P.O.Box 1808 Ann Arbor, Ml 48106

PERSONALIZED
SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE
Every customer is assignedan experienced "Home Office" representadve,You
correspond direct; any title needs, changes, cancellationsor problems can be
handled prompdy by lener or phone. This makes lrour iob easier and keeps pu
abreast of your subscription needs at all 6mes.
Witr orer tlS yeas expr1pirc*..McGregorhasbuilt a reputatbn of prompt ard couneous
serviceon boih domestt and intemationaltitles.We pcpay subscriptionsatreadof tlme.
Our customers, la4p and small, like the prompt attention we gve them. We think
you uror.rldtoo! Ask about McGregor's "Automatic Renewal" plan descrlbed in our
new brochure. Write today for your free copy.

ffiGGRCGOR

il/
C> lkgaTAe.+"r"t

ouR4ethYE.AR
DIOUNTMOBRIS,ILLINOIS5rO54

Firm order
services
Rush/Reserve
Department
Qniversity Press
Division
Comprehensive
and Customized
Approval
Programs
Continuation/
Standing Order
Services

66 Austin Boulevard,
Commack, New York 11725
Toll-freeWATSline:

(800) 645-s237
Regionaloffices: Atlanta. CA
P a l oA l t o , C A

7

OSS . ONLINE SUBSCRIPflON SERVICEo OSS
ONLINE CLAIMING o OBDERING TTITLE INFORMAilON o
PRICEINFORMATIONr MISSING COPYBANK.
HARDI/IARE @MPATI BI LITY
OSS. ONLINESUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE. OSS
SEHIALSCONTROLSYSTEM. SCS. SERIALSCONTROLSYSTEM
COMPLETE
A U T O M A T I O.NC H E C K . I N C
. L A I M I N G .B I N D I N G.
FULLRECORDDISPLAY.CUSTOMIZED
REPORTS.
REFERENCE
DISPLAY. HARDWARE
COMPATIBILITY
SCS. SERIALSCONTROLSYSTEM. SCS
OSS. ONLINESUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE.OSS
. T I T L EI N F O R M A T I O. N
O N L I N EC L A I M I N G O
. RDERING
P R I C EI N F O R M A T I O NM. I S S I N G
C O P YB A N K .
HARDWARE
COMPATIBILITY
O S S. O N L I N ES U B S C R I P T I OSNE R V I C EO
. SS
SERIALS CONTROLSYSTEM. SCS . SERIALSCONTROLSYSTEM
COMPLETEAUTOMATIONe GHECK-INo CLAIMING o BINDING o
FULLRECORD DISPI-AY. CUSIOMIZED REPOBTSo
REFERENCE DSPLAY . HABDIMBE COMPATIBl LITY
SCS . SERIALSCONTROLSYSTEM. SCS
OSS. ONLINESUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE. OSS
. T I T L EI N F O B M A T I O. N
O N L I N EC L A I M I N G. O R D E R I N G
P R I C EI N F O R M A T I O. NM I S S I N G
C O P YB A N K .
HARDWARE
COMPATIBILITY
OSS. ONLINESUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE. OSS
SERIALSCONTROLSYSTEM. SCS . SERIALSCONTROLSYSTEM

EB5f,[NET
The completeonlinedata communicatronsnetworkf rom EBSCO Subscription
Services.For the online program that meetsthe specialneedsof your library,
EBSCOolfers:
EBSEOnET|'tllltE SLEsctrPfuu
sBfrEE
For online claiming, ordering,
titleand price information As littleas $250 and as quicklyas 24 hours
EBSEUnEI sHALS cdllfn0.
sYSifEu For complete automation, including
check-in,claiming and binding Sophtsticatedand versatile
Both systemsare compatiblewith most hardware,and give you accessto our
vastdata base over 160,000titles You can even locatemissinqissuesonline
Flexible Reliable Adaptable EBSEIIflET
For more intormation at no obligation, contact the EBSEEnET staft at
(2O5)252-1212.
P.O.Box 1943,Birmingham,Alabama35201
EBSGO

SUBAGRTPTIOX
SERVIGES
The SerialsProlessional

At Midwest Library Service,
We Take The Team Approach
To Assist Your Library

Carl Dorr

(NORTHEAST)

(SOUTHEAST)

lKim S. Anderson

-

(MIDWEST)

Glenda Ward z

(MOUNTAIN PLAINS)

. L a w r e n c eD , N

(wEsr)
To bestserveyour needs,we have formed five problem-solvingserviceteams
to help take the hassleout of book-buying. Each team is composedof a Sales
Representative
in the field and a CustomerServiceRepresentative
in our home
office.
Once alerted by your phone call made on our Toll-Free WATS Line,
(Missouricustomers,pleasecall COLLECT 0-314-739-3
l-800-325-8833,
100)
your problem-solvingteam, geographicallyassignedto your library, goesinto
action immediately.

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Mo. 63044

It is another facet of
Midwest Library Service's
tradition of excellence.
May we have the privilege
of serving your library?

"23 Yearsof Service To College
and UnivercityLibraries"

A new magazinefor the practical
needsof videodiscandvideotexusers

Y,'8FSF

thesetechnologiesin storageand retneval,communications,trainingand entertainment what
the Jutureimplicationswill be for existingparallel
technologies equipment,softwareand system
compalibilities costsand cost comparisons
In additionto featurearticles,Videodisc/
containsa news section,Iet'
Videotex l\4agazine
ters to the editor,book reviews,equipment
reviewsand a "Videodisc Proiects Directory"
that tracksall videodiscprojectsin the publicand
privatesectors

PublicationInformation
Videodisc/Videotex (includingVideodisc
Proiects Directory) appearsqua(erly A yearly
subscriptionis $52 00

What is ... VIDEODISC/VIDEOTEX
Magazine?

Editorial Board
Judith Paris,editorin-chief

Videodisc/Videotex Magazirreis devoted to the
reportingand criticalanalysisof researchancideveloomenlsin videodisc,videotexand related
video technologies Internalionalin scope it reports on activitiesIn the United States,Canada,
Englandand other countries Videodisc/
Videotex Magazineprovidesyou with the latest
up-to-dateinformationto keep you abreastol the
lield lt servesas a guide lor all usersof video
informationsyslems

Intended Audience
The intended audienceis individuals/
interestedand/or inorganizations/institutions
volved,directlyor indirectly,in the design, research,development,testing,and evaluationoI
videodisctechnologyin these primaryapplication
areas:
. education,training,and Instruction
. information storage and retrieval systems
. marketingand sales
. archive,recordsand otficemanagement
. Informationdissemination/management
syslems

W h a tW i l l Y o u F i n d . . . i n
VIDEODISC/VIDEOTEX?
Videodisc/Videotex Magazine leatures articles
on the applicationsot videodiscand videotexsys'
tems in business,industry,government,educathe utilizationof
tion. librariesand the home

Advanced Informat on Managemenl Technology

Rodney R Daynes,technicaleditor
Nebraska Vrdeodisc Group

F-----I

Order Form

!I

rrlhEAnlC^A[nEnTEV

I
I
I
I

Pt""."

the followrngsubscriptionto

"nter
VIDEODISC^fIDEOTEX
Meckler Publishinq

5zo ri,"u" C" n""",i"
WestoorlCT06889
(203\226-6s67

Ira^ar.^^.

Magazine:

E Check enclosed
! Brllmy orgainizatron

n We choose to pay by the following credit card circle one - VISA - Mastercard- Am Ex
Credit card number
Exoirationdate

Name

Te
Organzaton
Street
State/Prov nce/Countrv -

PO#_

City
ZtP -
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DOES
TOUR
SUBSCRIPIIO]I

rcU...
IOElICf,OFTER
*IONE.

. . than 160,000foreign and domesticserials,
including continuationsand annuals?

,IOEE.

. . personalizedserviceand flexibility from
regionalofftces?
. . easilyhandledclaimirE, with the leasttime'
consumirg claim sYstem:
A. A simplelist
B. A monttrly C,laimChecker
C. AMissing C-opyBank?

IJI(|BE.

M(|RE.

. . innovltion, with the world's first
international online datacommunications
systemforserials?

IlIOnE.

. . professionalswith the knorvledgeand
concemto make your serialsprogramwork
better?

Uo plouHorhomoeL..*IORLEoftGn.
EBSGO

SER,YTGES
SUBSGRIPTT(o]|
Theseriqlsprofessionols.

P. O. Box 1943
Birmingham,
Alabama35201-1943
(2051252-1212
Telex 5-9717
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